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IS W. R. HEARST
Invades Indiana With Ms
Independene,e League.
"Meows Must Go," Declares Inher-
e...mei, His Oracle of Delphi for
Hotutter State.
WHAT THE MOVELMENT MEANS
Delphi. Ind., Oct. 16.—William R.
Hearst will open political 'headquar-
ters in Indianapolis and the fight tO
wrest Indiana from the control of
the "bosses " and to capture it for
Hearst will then begin in earneaL
Richard M. Isherwood, of Delpki,
will move down to Indlanspolia, take
charge of headquarters, and direct
the battle that is to be waged in the
Hoosier state in bebalf of Hearst
and reform. The headefbarters witt
he maintained In the name of the
Independence League. Tom Tag-
gart and his followers will, have to
watch out or the Hearst goblin will
be sure to get them.
Once WWII_ _Williagt R. Hearst
had political headquarters In Indian-
apoll.. eThat was during the spring
and the early summer of 1904, when
he was trying. to secure a delegatioa
from Indiana to the Democratic me
tional convention. His beadquarters
that year was in'a palatial suite of
rooms In the .Cleypool hotel. He
seared no expense, and there was
constantly about the headsmartere
retiouss of hangers-on, who had read
about the "Hearst barrel" and were
afiltIOus to tap it. The Hearst cam-
pidgn that yeer was conducted ea a
scale of Magnifleasee.
fifr. Isherwood Way threw off the
11111rve Which he has hersteller* as-
named when questioned &beat
Hearst's movements in Indiana and
told all about the Independence
League and Eta aims and purposes in
this state. It Is quite evident that
(he league will overlook no oppor-
tunity to boost Hearst for president.
and there will soon be music In the
air in the Indiana Democratic camp.
"It is impeasible,” said Mr. Isher-
wood, "for me to state exactly the
number of member* that the Inde-
pendence League now has In Indiana
because a good many of the mem-
bership blanks have not been re-
turned, but we probably have be-
tween 6.000 and 7,000 member, in
the state outside of Marion county.
"One object of our organization
Is to put the bosses of all parties
out of business. In Indiana, the
Democratic party is the most vul-
nerable because it ho the most boas-
ridden. Under its present leader-
, hip, the party baa been bound and
gagged by tricky primaries and snap
conventions. It is our porpoise to
protect the people against candi-
dates who have no Interest in run-
ning for office, exeept to serve their
political masters. In Indiana the
Deinocrats. unlike the Republicans,
have no rules governing primaries
and preliminary conventions for the
ii-lertion of delegatee. A set of such
rules was adopted when Ebenezer
Henderson was state chairman.
away hack In the eighties, but they
were lost long ago, and there is no
regularity whatever about the eelec-
Oen of Detitocratic delegates. This
gives the bosses a free hand, and it
is a notorious fact that corporation
lawyers are often selected as dele-
gates to Democratic conventions,
leaving the people without represien-
tatioa."..
.1•••••11, 
COST.% RICAN HURRICANE. .
Does Immense Damage to Ramer
and Kansas Crops. .4
New (Meant Oct. 16.—A wireless
meseage from Bluellelds, Nicaragua,
to the Times-Dentoerat today says
that geeevere hurricane at Port Li-
moneir.,osta Rica, has'ffone a quarter
of a millidu dollars damage to rub-
ber and banana crops, beside. other
property damage.
Escape on Hand Car.
Denbigh, N. D.. Oct. 16.—Safe
blower, broke into the State hank
of Denbigh•early Sunday moraine.
blew the teitte anti_ jezecured 92.!00.
lCItlsks1-riiitroutaed-by die ex-
pleittion, hnt the iturghl.rs edenfred' OTt
J.
HUNDREDS RAID TO RE SLAVES 
LITERARY WORKWoman Tette Department of Justice
of Peonage in lekrida.
Washington, Oct. 16.— fresh al-
legations of the existence of peonage
in southern Florida, below Tampa,
have been made to the department
of justice by a woman, and it is al-
leged that hundreds of men In the
state, both white and negroes, are
held in virtual slavery. It 18 declar-
ed that those responsible for this
condition of affairs are mostly north-
ern men and companies engaged in
the turpentine and lumber business
and in mining phosphate rock.
OF HIGH SCHOOL
Promoted By Interest Mahi-
tested By Pnpils.
Oele Friday Afternoon In Each Month
Will Be Devsged to Public
Eeercissese
PRESBYTERY FoomBALL
OF MAYFIELD MEETING IN CAL-
LOWAY COUNTY.
lieweral Minister. From This County
Are in Attendance—D. W.
leooka Will Preach.
The Mayfield Presbytery Is meet-
ing today at the Liberty C. P.churcb,
seven miles from Nlurra,y, and sev-
eral Padueah ministers are in at-
tendance.
This morning the Fulton-Louis-
ville accommodation train brought
more thaw. -sieseo minieters from
Mayfield and the eurrounding terri-
tory and the delegation went out en
the early morning Nashville, Chat-
taaeoga and St. Louis train.
Among tholes from Paducah who
are in attendance are the Rev. D. W.
Fooks, E. Rudolph and others. The
Rev. Mr. rooks w1:1 preen the
Opening sermon today.
Soap Pinched OE In Bumpers.
Evansville, Ind.. Oct. 1G. --Willem
Lanham, a coal miner employed at
Distant nisei la Ihefisns-ansair, Neo,
had his nose cut off between the bum-
pers; of t coal ears today. He
picked -sip the nanaber and held It
until the arrival of a physician, who
sewed the member on,
—
NEW INDUSTRY
EMPLOYS ONE HUNDRED AND
FIFTV HANDS.
May He [Armed in Paducah by
Massachusetts Manufacturers
New on Ground.
From Bedford, Mass., S. N. Pal-
mer and J, W. Rigby, prominent man-
ufacturers, have come to Paducah,
looking for the location for a pleat,
manufacturing articles of ladies'
wearing apparel. These two gentle-
men have gone to St. Louis on busi-
ness and will return next week to
make a thorough Investigation of the
local situation, with regard to labor
and other matters connected with
their business. Their plant employs
from lie to 100 people, when in full
operation. The business would add
a new kind of industry to Parlucah's
11M.
THREE KILLED IN WRECK.
Southern Feet Freight Hits Enable
at Winaboro. S. C.
Columbia, S. C., Oct. 16,—Three
Men are dead, another will die and
two brothers are injured as the re-
sult of a bead-on collision between a
fast freight train and a light en-
gine on the Southern railway near
Winehoro.
Lang Park Contract.
Bids on the contract for the im-
provement of Lang park will be
invited tomorrow by the board of
park commissioners. The bids will till
open.* ten days thereaftW Plans
for the Improvement are completed
and the board Is discussing them at
a meeting this afternoon.
It is the daily steerage (*re-
lation of a newspaper that the
shrewd advertisser invertigatee—
"High Water" day,. dos' roast.
The Sea's daily avers Jest
month WISP WSW
TICKETS ON
High School papas have decided toi
have a monthly literary meeting in-
terspersed with musical, oratorical
and debating features.
"The pupils of the High school
have asked if they may have the au-
ditorium at the Washington building
on Friday afternoon when the month-
ly teachers' meeting is held," Princi-
pal It. G. Payne stated. "We readily
agreed and already plans for the firs;
meeting lerklay afternoon ales being
made. it shows loterest in the work,
considering the fact that the pupils
have a half holiday when the teach-
ers meet.
The principal feature of the meet-
Ingswitl be the work of the combined
literary clubs. The High school or-
cheetra and the Choral club will furn-
ish the music. Patrons will be in-
vited after the societies have got wel!
into the work.
The teachers hold their first meet-
ing Friday and Superintendent Leib
wile conduct it. They meet in the
board of education chamber and up-
stairs the pupils will be busily en-
gaged outlining their work for the
year.
Thanksgiving Etterciers.
Already pupils in t4q_jsaira4 are
TtVkM fOrward to some Thanksgiv-
ing day exercises. Programs will be
arranged weeks to advance in order
to give the pupils time to Prepare
their part.
The Fotehall Game.
Members of the athletic association
are working hard selling tickets to
the football game Saturday when the
High school team will play the Me
tropelts team. The game will be play-
ed at Wallace park baseball grounds
NO POWER
11.4J4 DRAKE COMMITTEE Ti)
PROBE IN CINCINNATI,
Senate Commission Reveals Much .1.1-
lewd l'rookednees In Hamilton
County.
Columbus, 0., Oct. 16.—The su-
preme court this morning declared
the Drake senate committee, which
started an investigation in the city
and county affairs In Cincinnati in-
valid, The 'decision /eaves the com-
mittee stripped of all en powers.
While the committee was in session
much alleged crookedness was re-
vealed.
eliff0HAVAlletIAN MURDI HS 2 MEN
0•1144$11 Bandit. Follett In Atterel._
ed Car Robbery,
Oakland, Cal., Oct. fate-Stotor-
man Tenny was shot and killed lot a
lone highwayman this morning for
interference in an attempted rob-
bery of Conductor L. M. Samuel,
who was in his ear counting his
night's receipts when the robber at-
tacked him. Later the body of
Night Watchman W. P. Trnbody
was found while the pollee were
searching for the robber, and it is
'believed he was killed by the robber
when he attempted to capture him.
DRUNKEN CREWS
Reeponalhie for Recent \Versate on
Panama Railway.
Panama, Oct. 16.—It is said here
an order will be homed by the Isth-
mian canal commission prohibiting
the sale of liquor in the canal sone
after January 1. The order cannot
effect Panama or Colon, where sa-
lons. run day_and .night.aniLffundax...
Recent wrecks on the railroads are































Defendants Begin lilt ros1114 lug
dens, in tiIs'.u,i Onster
HADI.FY THI 104 STITE WINS
-fUidlay, 0.. Oft. I6.—The mete
closed its case in $be prosecution of
the Standard Oil lompany this morn
lug. The defense did not present
any evidence. Arguments, which
will last all day, have commenced.
Five speeches will be made, three by
state and two by defen,.e
Ouster Cane Hearing.
St. Louis, Oct. le. —Evidence in
defense was begun at the hearing of
the ouster proceedings against the
Waters Pierce, Reeunlie and Stand-
ard 0:1 companies. before Commis-
sioner Anthony today. Attorney
General Hadley declares the state
has made the case.
DEATH'S NOLLE
TO INDR1fMENT AGAINST .AR-
THUR REYNOLDS.
First News of Fugitise Was malt His
Wife Had Shot and Killed
The body of Arthur Reynolds, col-
ored, said to have been a fugitive
from justice, and a min of Ed Rey.
nolds, an aged darkey of Rowland-
town, is being shipped to Paducah
from East St. Louis. His wife is
held in East St. Louis charged with
the murder of her husband.
Few details were received in Pa-
ducah. Yesterday the report reach-
ed here that Reynolds had been shot
at East St. 'Louis. At 'now today
James Collins. chief of pollee, re-
celved a telegram announcing the
shipment of the body here.
Ben Boyd a colored true* at the
city hall, knew Reynolds and remem-
bered that he shot a man at his
father's saloon four years ago and
lied. The police failed to locate hint.
Andy Watkins, the colored under-
taker, was directed to miser the body
and title it to the father, Ed Bey
nolds house.
INTO DITCH
A Flying Chicago Train Tumbled
Prom Weak Ran.
Chicago, Oct. 151 --One man Was
killed and several passengers seri-
ously injured and scores had narrow
escapes from death today when a
fast passenger train on the Chicago
nncl Eastern Illinois railroad jumped
the track after striking a defective
rail near Crete, 1'1. The train was
coming toward Chicago 40 miles an
hour when the engine struck a
broken rail and leaped into a ditch
alongside the roadbed. Engineer
Wiekley was crushed to death.
Attendant's Indicted,
Lexington, Oct. 16.—Four former
attendants at the Eastern Kentueity
lunatics asylum were Indicted today
chargere with the murder of Fred
Ketterer, a patient at the inetention
Ketterer died June ILL
Mot, W. J. Mile will return tomor-
row from a visit to Michigan.
• •
HIS FLESH IS TORN
FROM HIP TO ANKLE
Ground In Cogs of Machinery
At Veneer Plant.
Engines Stooped in Time to Save Life
of Man Whole, Overalls Caught
in Wheels,
RIGHT LEG To BE AMPI"fATED.
With the flesh torn from the bone
of his leg front thigh to ankle, and
maimed for life Anthony Bacon, a
colored laborer at the Paducah .Ve-
neer and Lumber company, was yes-
terday afternoon taken from a mass
of cog wheels at the plant just In
time to gave him from a horrible
death. Iiits screams of aeons, as he
wee being drawn into the mass of
sharp toothed cogs acted as a warn-
ire, and the machinery was stopped
Instantly
Baron was working near the cogs
when • frayed portion of .bis overalls
on the right log caught in the cogs
lie felt ...tilmaelLbsied Palled la, Me
erted-ont tn:-mfoin"gerardVtINIPIErliht
before the machinery 'was Mopped
his leg had been drawn In.
The cogs ground the flesh to a
pulp, stripping the leg nearly bare
from the angle to the thigh. In an-
other few seconds the body would
have been drawn into the machinery
and death would hare reignited.
Comrades rushed to the scene of
the accident and found Bacon lying
trembling and ir a semi-conscious
condition. Dr. Carl IL gears was
hastily summoned and removed tho
Injured negro to his home on Harm
Melee where drugs were liberally
used to ease the pain.
Dr. Sears stated this morning that
he would have to amputate the limb.
The patient is in • weak condition
and may not survive the operation.
V. M. C. A. Man Killed,
Spokane, Oct. 16.---eleno Hutchin-
son, secretary of the Young Men's
Christian association, was shot and
killed last night by a highwayman in
the best residence section of Ms. cey
TO CHICAGO
PULLMAN CAR TICKETS ARE
NOW SOLD IN PADUCAH.
Concession Grained by Illinois Gen-
oa! In Response to General
Demand oi Patrons.
Beginning today the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad is selling through Pull-
man ear tickets to Chicago. This is
a concession Paducah people have
been clamoring for, and the Cereptay
extends the privilege in response to
a general demand. Heretofore et
haa_been necessary to pay the rate to
Cairo and at Cairo to secure the Pull-
man ticket to Chicago. Now the
through ticket entitles the holder to
a seat in the Cairo Pttlitnan, where 1
teamster is made.
CARRY OFF 1,000-POUND SAFE.
- -
Burglar' at Columbus, Ohio, Get
Away With Heavy Plunder.
Columbus. Ohio, Oct. 16.—Burg-
tare who entered the grocery and sa-
loon of Barbee & Fogarty ittat night
carried away a Rafe weighing 1,430`,1
pounds. The marauders gained en-
trance by the use of a jimmy on the
rear door, forcing it open and enter-
lag the saloon. They secured be-
tween $110 and $40 in money, while
the safe was carried to a near-by
commons, where it was broken open
by the use of sledge hammers and
crowbars and its contents removed.
SMALLPDX IN INSANE HOSPITAL.
Dieense Discovered in State Intatitu-
tion at Mendota, Whs,
Madieon, Oct. 16.—Smallpox was
discovered at the state hospital for
the insane at Mendota today. The
state board of health immediately
Unaraatineetetha institution. There
are 545 Inmates in the hospital and
150 attendants and kotber employes.
all of whom have been exposed.
10 CENTS PER WEEK
en Until 9
REFUSE 1.4) PUNISH DESERTER.
CONSPICUOUSLYNaval Ofticial$, Tut Away (Wender
Who Surrender§ Himacif.
Washington, Oct. 16.--James
Slayton, Jr., the preacher who sur-
rendered himself to naval authorities
yesterday and asked that he be 'im-
prisoned for deserting from the navy. Members of organization
appeared at the Washington navy 
Not Greet McCreary.yard again today and sought to het
taken into custody, but he was tole
that the Judge advocate general el
the navy, after considering his case
carefully, had decided that the stat-
ute limitation prevents the matt's!
punishment,
FURNITURE
DESTROYED PLAMEs IN RES-
IDENCE LINT NIGHT.
Sire. Lou Hamilton Will botie $100--
It Is Cuvered by In-
eurance.
Fire, originating in an unknown
manner, broke out in the frame dwell
ig house of Mee. Lou Hamilton, Fifth
tied Elisabeth streets, last evening
at .7:341 o'clock. Companies Nos. It
nnd 4, answered the alarm. The
boTine If101.. Aare inside and.. xraotti^n-ft
ue easy barriers for the dames to
break. When the firemen Aucceided
In extinguishing the blase all the fur-
niture had been practioalty ruined
The house was badly danatined,_ the
loss to' furniture and house being
about $400, partly covered by insur-
ance. There was no one at home
at the time.
Gift to Negroes.
Washington, Oct. 16.—The an-
nouncement was made here today
that John D. Rockefeller has made a
conditional gift of et/levee for a
building for the negro branch of the
Washington Y. M. C. A. The condi-
tion imposed is that an additional
$26.000 be raised. There are 600 ne-
gro apple-ante for membeietrp In
the proposed branch
ON HER FEET
II 1.1 \ G WOMAN DRoPPED HER
BURDEN AND FELL,
Odd Manner In Whit+ Coal Thief
Crippled Herself in Itailrond
Undoing the strings of her apron.
filled with a good half bushel of coal,
in order that she might _run more
freely a barefooted negro woman,
who was chased out of the Illinois
Central railroad yards by Special Of-
deer Dick Tolbert yesterday, smashed
her toe with a large chunk and fell.
teeing unable to arise until the officer
caught her. Tbs. woman evidently
forgot that her feet were exposed to
the deluge of coal and when she let
her burden drop her fast forward
moving pedal extremities were
bruised in a pitifte manner. The of-
ficer sent her away with a werning.
His latest experience was with two
persistent boys whose wagon he con-
fiscated but did not destroy. They
followed him and when he left the
wagon, they stole it. again. They
were loading it today when he again
came into posweision of it butt he
burned it this time.
TURKISH RULER FATALLY ILL•
i
Sultan Suffering From Incurable Die.
ease and \lay Not Live fAmg.
Se Petersburg, Oct. 1C—informa-
tion received here confirms previous
reports that the sultan of Turkey Is
gravely ill. Although he attends the
selamilk and grants audiences ,hie
malady is incurable and will perhaps
soon have a fatal termination, The
shah of Persia Is also said to b. seri-
ous* ill.
WEATHER —Generally fair
tonight and Wednesday, except
possibly showers in extreme
west portion. Moderate tem-
,perature. The highest tepee'!"
alum reached yesterday was 70
and the lowest today WAS WS.
ABSENT ARE THEY
Dave (Was Looks in During Speech
and Wets-hes the Crowd—Vet.
ening Attest!.
..FN.STOlt WARNS DEMOCRACY
Members of the local Democratic
organisation were conspicuously ab-
sent from the meeting addressed
last night by Senator J. B. Were&
ry in the Kentucky theater. Dave
Crone candidate for city judge, who
served as a member of the reception
committee to Governor Beckham
and sat upon the platform with him.
dropped in during the speech last
night and stood up in the rear, ap-
parently sizing up the crowd.
There were a number of Confed-
erate veteraos on the, stage, and in
the boxes and sprinkled through the
house were Daughters of thf....Can:





by'Judge Reede-.f ther-eivenit -mutt
In a characteristically able speech.
Judge Reed dwelt on the senator's
record of service to the Confederacy
and the Demooratic parts.
The crowd demonstrated ea pleas-
ure at the doctrines enunciated by
frequent applause.
Like Governor Beckham. Senator
McCreary deplored tile necessity of
this bitter factional strife in the.
Democratic party, and he, like the
governor, warned nus constituents
that the -Republicans will get them,
If they don't watch out," and stop
wrangling. Only, he didn't agree
with Governor Becklition an to who
is to blame for the situation.
Machine rum:e and bossism ran
through the refrain of Senator Mc-
Creary es speeeh, and he to4 of the
overthrow of the organisation in
Maryland, Ohio and Missouri, and
predicted an overthrow of what he
calls the machine, and Governor
Beckham calls the administration.
In Kentucky.
He took up Governor Beckham's
administration and accused it of ex-
travagance and a service devoted ex-
clusively to strengthening its hold on
the party organIzatton. He said 31
new offices were created by the leg-
islature and the salaries of 11 in-
creased. The office creating he said
first furnished Percy Hely a new
job, while Ed Leigh, of Paducah.the
governor's private ?secretary, was the
first to reap the benefit of an in-
crease in salary. He 'charged ex-
travagance in the capitol contract,
disloyalty In the defeat of Jo Black-
burn and accused them of attempt-
ing to remove him in order to com-
pletely encompass their design of
ridling-the state ()Lail Rave :Owen-
letrat ion adherents
Senator McCreary said it Is cus-
tomary to give the senator, at least,
a -second term and he' relies on the
party to rims -honor him.
theater was filled down
He proved by flee  n-
tucky is too (ewes a state for any
party to quarrel In. and said that if
two Democrats in every precinct.
should become iliagusted and m-
ermaid from voting it would throw
the state Republican.
Before his speech last night Sen-
ator McCreary held a levee in the
Palmer house. Ile went to Murray
today.
NO PLUMS OFFERED.
And Cuban Liberals Are Turning
Against Magoon.
Havana, Oct. 16.--Governor Ma-
goon has poked the first stisk into
the Cuban hornets' nerd by the an-
nouncement he will not appoint a
cabinet at present. Liberals, who
had expected the plum, are angry
and growing anti-American. Liberals
had counted on ftecuring several fat
positions In the new cabinet.
Car Shope Gutted.
rr,fur,nt 0.. Oct.
Electtic comparey's repair shoe
sewed Its 'fire early this morning
tailing an estimated Itne of $10
001. The fire sniaititted is
41f.,
,









,.,41aatual Porter Jones, the evange-
list who died yeeterday wan born in
Chamber.: county. Ala., October 16.
1847. The family removed to Car-
tersville, Ga , !a 1859 Mr. Jones
Sret studied tor the law, being edu-
cated under privtre tutors at a
boarding settool.
He was admitted to the Georgia
bar to 11169• with the brightest pros-
Peels. bet aerobe intern is health from
osenoweigelleellisia aad took to drink.
This ended hie tamer as a lawyer.
and for * time it seemed that he
would become a bopelegis wreck.
In 1872, the turning point In his
are came when he profeseed religion
and jollied the Methodist church.
The same year be became a clergy-
maci, eateries the North Georgia con-
fereace. He held various ebargie In
this contereate Sot-eight years, and
then became agent of the North Oeor-
gla Orphanage. a poet he brad twelve
Yeert.
. In the sometime air. Joiners' vigor-
ous sad ortglaal style of preaebing
had attracted attention far beyond
the hounds of ty.s conference and he
soon 'had e reputation all over the
south. He departed from the cus-
tomary style of the, mist-ter* and
emphasised tie terraria* with homely
lilustra•leas sad telling phrase. Ile
believed to calling a spade a grade
and In attacking evia and abuses he
was sparing of no one.
For the Past tr. Ar years be had
devoted peaetten*- r h:s time to
evaairellsale work, wIsItkis all parts
Of the countra. He held revival meet
nags In dewy city of importance in
the Elated tates, and in,the.summer
be 'flatted the dific..rrat chautauqrsos.
Wherever be went be was centala of
an audienoe as great as the edifice
In 'which he was to Preach could held
,
r. Jetties married tiles Laura
114w; of Henry couata:„. ,for
nyi3O yeers they had a summer home
noir Estimate*. Mr. and Mrs. Jcioes
frequently visited friendainKentucky
with their daughter,. Mite Julia
Jones sad Mrs. Laura Sloan -Mr.
"ones is survived by bit wife and sev-
eral children.
The Past Urns Mr. Jones tionductrd
a revive. meet rig to Louievine was
In 11196. when tent services were held
to largo audiences.
Last summer he was heard at the
New Albeey Chautauqua.
To a Loolsv:Ile men. 1 M. Cald-
well, iodates the credit of making
Evangelist Joney. a speaker of natant-
id !Gale,
Nor. Caldwell was formerly cruel-
deat and general manager of the
Southern Lyeerina Bureau. In this
capacity he heard of Sam Jones In
1594. An oiler of ;Ina a night to
lecture on the p'atforma of the bu-
reau over the country was accepted
by Mr. Jones. His fame spread like
wild firs', and within a few weeks his
✓etnuneraLon was Increased to $2410
e eight Dur..og the first year Mr
loom aerated $17 natl.
GO his aftletb birthday Mr. Jones
tendered an elaborate banquet to hat
Moods among the clergy of the south.
Mr. Caldwell wan the only layman
at the affair and sat at Mr. Jones'
Idereted Keittucky Woman.
Suddenly Dhpappeared.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Oct. 16.—
"Sam" Jone the evangelist, had
been holdlng revival service a in the
Taberasete in this nit" far two week..
He was to have addressed audimices
TIE BIG FOUR
(New You Central Lines.)












And all potato Rest.
Infonnation ebeerfully furnished on
application at City Ticket Office "Rig
Your lonte," No. 4/ Fourth Ave., or
write to
ti. J. Ciallt8,
OM! Alt, Pawner Department,
losirvills, Z.
B. J. Riff0174.
lea. Pam Ai. . • Claimed. O.
Sunday, tint it derelcseed early is the
day that be had disappeared. Al-
h uAh v.gora.ne search -was made for
ha,itothisg 'Wirt learned as to in
whereabouts of the evangelist until
news was received today of his death
on a train car near Little 'Rock. It
Is believed that be was taken ill and
left for home forgetting to notify
the local committee.
Later it developed that Jonas left
the city hurriedly hastening from his
hotel to the station while a carriaga
waited to convey him to the 'mania
services. No reason, fur bin sodden
departure was given, nor did be
state his destination
Phu Preaelver to Use Marts.
Stu Jones sprang into wide farne
about 1884. when te began preach-
ing In a big cA-eus tent at Nashville.
Mr. Jones 'preached morning, after-
noon and nieht. He was the first'
man to use slang In the Pull*, and
he illustrated every point with a pat
saying.
On the morning of bs first sermoe,
In limatrile Mr. Jones marched down
the Natio:Iva with het black mous-
tache brietlink up to his eyebrows. A
wave of applause greeted him. He
bowed profoundly and a choir of 100
began to sing. Mr. Jones ferined in
the chorus when the hymn was fin-
ished and gave his hg audience a
shock.
"How many seamen are there in
the crowd who WA not took into a
mirror tliey left home'" in-
quired Mr Ja-p.i.
The audience ilmost stopped breath
log. Such a remark from the pulpit
bed newr been heard before. The
silence was intense.
Finally an o!cl woman neatly dress-
ed in black arose and said -
"I !Kea brother loses."
"Well. you mast not have a look-
ing-glass," quickly responded the
evangelist. The crowd roared, and
Mr. Jonce announced his text
0, 'MORES!
FROLICKED Li TARR WHEN RE
GOT HIS CLOTHES OFF.
Hut Big Gag, Who Didn't Know the
Lineage Imapecter. (Nat Short
Hie Outing. ,
It is sa.d that some people ;cad a
slog's life, yet had some of those
peor, unfortunates witnessed what
attaches of the Paducah Pastor/Ice
saw this moraine, they would prob-
SblV not obeitk so strenuously to be-
ing the dog. Lending by a gold chain.
a small. black, rat terrier securely
protected from the weather by blue
rads and pantaloons a member of
the "Simple Simon Simple" compa-
ny made her way to the lawn of the
poitoillee yard. She carefully un-
fastened the deg's dross, unhooked
the chain and let him go.
The little canine ran madly from
one end of the yard to the other,
But his frolic was cut short by the
sudden appearance of a big half
bull and cur rover. The mistress
gratihed up her dear, little pet and
eudiEed it up in her arms. She re-
paired haetily to the hotel to bathe
and redress tier p?t.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer—D. E. Penick, I:ction City,
Tenn.; Mrs. E. J. Melton, Metropo-
lis, 1.1.; A. S. Crittenden, New York;
C. L. Chase Memphis; C, K. Gilbert.
St. Louis: W 0. Agnew. Hopkins-
Cie; IR. M. George, Mayfield; F. L.
,Paritle, Pittsburg; W. C. Welt% New
'York; P. P. Came Chicago; E. J.
Levi. Rochester, N. Y.; J. W. Rhodes,
Memphis; J. C. Mulligan, Nashville:
C. C. Pyle, Indianapolis: D. Willett,
Louisville: P. R. Rehm, Philadel-
phia; C. A. Hahn, Boston.
Belvedere--Edward Gillespie, New
York; W. F'. Cleary, Indianapolis; A;
L. Karp., Atlanta: A. B. Robbles,
8t, Louis; J. B. Kortaingford. Hills-
dale, -Tenn.; 0. /). Gray, LoulevIllet
E. S. Young, Ft. Wayne. Ind.; James
(Weer, Memphis.
Failure of Operator.
The alleged failure of an operator
to deliver SOt order is given as the
cause of a head-on collision on the
Southern railway near Winnsboro,
S. C., between a fast freight tra:n
and a light entries). Three trainmen
were killed and three Injured, one
probably fatally.
No Money; No Whiskey,
The Democratic committee of
Trimble county has announced that
no money or whiakeywill be allowed
used in the primary on November 6
in that county, sad that it Will not
certify the rettitila for any eandidate
who uses Wealth:nate means to win.
The face is made every day by Its
morning prayer, and by its morning
look out of windows which open upon
heaven.—Joseph Parker.
omid.„
Malaria Chases Loss of Appstfte.
The Old Standard Grove's Taste-
less Chill Tonic driven Out Malaria
and builds up the system. Nola by
all dealer, for :7 years. Pries Sega
OYER INSTITUTE
WILL PRESIOE
W. F. Bradshaw, Sr.. Medal •
By The Farmers.
Presideat of Clommeretal
(lab. . Derliatett to Dees)
Water (l)nvention.
W I 1.1. REPRESENT PA DUCAR
„The executive board of the Mc-
Cracken County Farmers' Institute
has selected Mr. W. F. Bradshaw,
Sr., to preside at Southwestern Ken-
tucky institute to be held Thursday
Friday and Saturday at the Ken-
tucky theater.
Judge Bradithaw is an experi.ne,y1
farmer and deeply interested In the
work of the Institute.
The convention will be called to or-
der Thursday mosiieg at 10 o'clock
Go to St. Louis.
Prest. JosePh L. Friedman, of the
Commercial club, recognizing the
great importance of the Deep Water-
ways convention to be held In St.
Louis November I:, and if;, has ap-
pointed a party of business men of
Paducah to attend this convention.
and at the request of those appointed,
Prealdent Friedman's .name was also
added to the list.
The delegates are: F. L. Scott R.
B. Phillips, ft. L. Reeves. Adolph
Well, Stanley DuBois, W. L. Bower,
H. S. Wells, Capt. Ed Farley. James
M. Lang. George Lengstaff, H. A.
Petter, S. A. Fowler, A. J. Decker,
W. P. Hummel, H. W. Heeneberger,
F. M. Fisher, Harry Hank, D. W.
Coons, Wallace Weil, Harry Meyer.
Charles Rieke, F. P. Toot. E. J. Pax-
ton, J. F. Berry Hal Corbett, Charles
Reed, R. Ii. Noble, H. H. Hughes, I.
Nauheim arid Joseph L. Friedman.
Following Is the 'musket programi
for the ireuitute to be held at the
Kentucky theater Thursday. Friday
and Saturday, as arranged by Mr...
James Weigle:
Thursday at 10 A. M.
Mrs. Will Clask---Vkilin solo, at.
cornpanied by Mrs. Samuel Winstead
Thursday at 3 P. M.
Mr Robert Scott--Baritone AIM°.
accompanied by Mrs. Samuel Win-
stead
Friday at 10 A. M.
Mrs. 1). I. Lewis--Soprano solo,
SetwoPanlied MIR: rourtie Pnr-
Aar. •
Friday at 3 P. M.
Miss May me Oryfuse--Voca I solo,
arcompanied by Urn. George 13 Hart
Saturday at 10 A. tf..
Mrs. James accom-
panied,by Miss Courtin Peryear.
St III
The Sick.
Miss Eleanor Trezevant, who has
been confined at Riverside hospital
by illness, was removed to her home
yesterday.
Dick nett-Who was shot by Spen-
cer Young, a negro. who thought he
was a welt' was out Sunday for the
first time since the accident.
W. L. Wilkerson, the liveryman,
Is at Riverside hospital confined by
an operation.,
Mr. Hermann Friedman is In
Riverside hospital to be operated on
Col. John Sinnott, who has been
iii *event months, is able to be out
Wallace Park's ritetallnewy.
The Wallace park baseball &muds
have filled a long felt want, and both
In summer and winter the ball park
is kept la constant service. in the
attlitMer it serves for a baseball
ground. In the fall carnivals use it
and -later the borne show comes in to
claim it. la the winter foot
games are played on the ground
Beileos•
In a breese blowing fifteen miles
an hour ,seventeen balloons started
from near Berlin in the interne
time': race for the cup offered by
Emperor William. Adjacent. field.-
were covered by thousands of auto-
mobiles and carriages, and fully
100,000 people saw the start.
Get Hold of Pistols.
Polish revolutionists, through the
medium of forged doctiments, suc-
ceeded in securing a consignment of
several thousand revolvers pur-
chased by the Russian government
in Berlin.
It is never too soon to get ready to
de a great task. —John R Mott.
No one who does not enjoy work
ean truly enjoy anything else.--
P4stident Raymond
Whate'er thou lovest, man.
That, too heroine thou meat;
God, If thou latest God:
Dust. If thou lovest dust,
—Angelus Bileslua.
Esperanto meetings continue to
attract many adherents in Paris.
Plays ,tand recitations In the new
language are features of these con-
ferences,






If So Place It With Us
We have, after a good deal of hard work and
study, perfected an organization to sell real estate
in Paducah and West Kentucky that should, in
all reason, prove very effective.
The business will receive personal attention o'
competent real estate men---men who khow
how to close a deal, and to get a proper price;
who don't sit around our office and wait for
custortrets`to come in, but on the other hand
get out and see personally people whom we know
are interested in buying property.
Then, too, we have appropriated a liberal
amount for advertising all property placed with
us, which is very important for any agency.
We would like to talk to you personally, if
you have any property to sell, and show.- you
why it is to your interest to place your property
with us.
We also sell all kinds of insurance and have repre-
sentative companies in fire, life, accident, liability and
every line of insurance.
Just phone 127 and our Mr. Hollins
will call to see you.
H. C. HOLLIN`,7




Took It Across Channel Until
Trouble Was Over.
Bankrupts Ate Deprived of ireetairt
Political Rights is Euglieli
Parliaineut.
, Condole Oct. 16-The fact does
mot appear In the guide books, nor is
the story told in an of the numerous
works that !rave bceu written about
the noblest temple of worship in Eng-
land; but a friend gives me a weird
Vile about tbc heart of Louis XIV..
the greatest king of France, being
buried in Westminster Abbey. He
got he grewsome facts from the late
Sir William Harcourt, the liberal
leader, whose widow is an American
the daughter of Mr. Motley, the his-
torian.
The fiareourts It seems, had man)
French connections, who fled to Leg-
g-land for refuge during the French
revolutlou. Among them was a canoe
of the cathedral of St. D.111S. the ro) u
mausoleum of France., where lift)
kings aud queens are buried in roes
of tombs. When he was about teas
lug the Harcourt mansion to return
to his home across the chanuel, the
canon expressed the gratitude of him-
self and two or three of his associates
who had enjo)td the hoep.tality of
his host aid produced front his petite:
something that looked like a piece of
her.
"I was In the cathedral at St. Dent,
%lieu the rojal tombs were broken
open by the mob,' he said. "and the
ashes of the kings 'were scattered to
the winds. This." and he held till
the insigelecant-looking object, ••its
the heart of Louis Qui-Tonle, which
web kept in an urn on the top of his
sarcophagus. .1 managed to save if
and would !Ike to leave It with you
until affairs are enCrely tranquil in
France."
But the -obbe never tailed for hl-
strange memento. .
Bankrupts Ineligible.
Bankrupts, men who canuet
their debts, are not eligible to the
British parliament. and. If they be-
route insolvent after election, the)
must reeips Ear cans bankrupt hit
or vote In 1241 lieges of lords, or in
any committee thereof nor can he be
!elevated 40 thstpeeragc, nor can he be
elected as a pie? of Seot land or Ire-
land. If a hereditary peer of Scot-
land becomes baatirupt his seat A va-
cated until ho pays his debts, and iii
es-rs of a representative peer a new
election Is held.
Stop Kissing Male.
An agitatIO. Is SWIM On in hngland
against carpel/tog witnesses to kiss
the cover of a Bible in court. It is
shown that the same copies of the
scriptures have been used for a gen-
eration for this purpose and the doc-
tor: say that they have undoubtedly
been the means of communicating dis
ease. The medical associatons hays
again and again recommended the
adoption of some other method of
pledging a witness, and the lanYees
admit that the kissing of a Bible doe'
not make the slightest difference with
the testimony of a man who is silt-
ing to commit perjury
Clefts Nolan..
McCracken Circuit Court, C. A Is-
--bell, plaintiff, re. petWon in equity.
F. C. Rudolph, administrator of Ad-
dle Howell, deceased, etc., defendae's
Ordered that this action be refer
red to cacti Reed. master comm s-
aloner of` McCraeken Circuit court to
take proof of assets and rsbiiittes of
the estate of Addle Bowel., deceased.
and all persona having claims against
said estate aro required to properly
verify and file the same, before sail
commissioner, on or before OW $th
day of December, 19116. ,v.* they
be forever barred from s......crthig any
claim against the assets In the haads
of F. G. Rudolph. adratn.atreOr of
exid estate unadwilntstered; and all
persons are hereby enjoined and re-
strained from collecting their claims
against said estate except th^...1.gh
this suit. Ordered that-this order be
published In the Paducah Daily Sun
as required by law.
Given under my band as Cietk of
said court, this, the 11th day of Oc-
tober, 1906
J. A. MILLER. Clerk.
By R. B. Bay, D. C.
J W. Egester, Attorney.
Notice to Dealers In Stock Feed.
Bids will be received at the ms t.
or'e office In the city hall, until
ThurAdaj. October It, at 2 o'elocir
p. m.. tor stock feed of best quality
for the next three months, for all
the city departments
The city reserves the right to re-
Jett any and all btds.
Respectfully,
D. A. TIMER. Major.
-',"e", """"'weewSelnymeeeseeeeteresessereese-reeseeeleeeeettrItatiteeleaettneastesetesiete~ettentele011egel~a asesestiteiesereeiless,
TEO rAnt.c.An EvENTNG SUN
Wallerstein Bros.




Clothes Shop for Men
Thursday evening, October
the eighteenth
nineteen hundred and six
Paducah, Ky.
O NCE each year we set aparta certain day to entertain
.• .0 our customers and friends.
We make this a gala oc-
casion. Amidst beautiful flowers
and to the strains of sweet music
we bid you welcome to our expo-
sition.
In harmony with Nature, who
at this season of the year yields
her bountiful harvests, we reveal
to you the results of the crafts-
man's skill and art in the clothing









We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPtiOrir 499
•PAGE'S RESTUARANT
For quick lunches. Short orders a specialty.' Give us a trial.





7:30 to 10 P. Id
Paducah City Orchestra
ratty t.
The Vesper Bella Were Ringing
Medley Walla Carl Engel
lona - Two-Step... ...Um& L. Johnson
Dream of tbe Rarebit Fiend—
(characteristic) . ..... _T. W. Thurban
Garden of Love --Caprice_ Asher Mahl
On the Firing Line --Two Step .....
Ckeneatock
Medley- Hammock Built for Two
..... ...Harry VonTiltLei
PAM' II.
It ace of Lot Honeybells—Ccpritw..
  S Mantle
The Caleb of Tokio—Novelty 
  H. E. Dean
Nuptial Waltzes... -- Harry .1. Lincoln
Ilearra Desire --Novelette F. H. Lowy
[Maur Broadway Hits -Medley .. 
.Maurice F. Smith





E SPECIALLY do we want
you to see our new Over-
coat Department, on the
second floor, front, of the
east side of building. Every coat
hangs from an individual form,
pressed and ready for immediate
service.
Too, we want you to see the
new arrangements for displaying
goods in our Child:en's Depart-
ment.
On this, our "at home" night,
we shall show you something very




For Ladies, Ocotlemen and Children.
I3a rot, 77/M4'-Es
Remember these facts are not misleading. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg Coal from us,
and guarantee4,-too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coal and as much coal as your
money will buy anywhere.
NWWWWWWAWMNW MPAPAWWIWAM
' alitsupie Sharon Simple" Fenioiti,
There are many pretty dal., cs In
Nixon & Zimmermaies new
MertOon, meatiest extravaganza, "Sim-
ple Simon Simple, elect' comes to
The Kesieucky toilette. Among the
most attegetive may be mentioned the
ballet of the nursery rhyme's in act
two, nos pretty dance is openetliy
Mother Hubbard who first aseetds
to Shammies room and puts him to sleept
by the olle of her magic wand. She
then summons her minions, the finm!
being little Miss Murree who does a l
solo dance, which is moot dainty.'
after which Jack and J111 are intro-
duced and do a eharaeteristic jig. Lit-!
tie Boy Blue and his sweetheart, Rot
Pelee .110w appear In response to,
Mot hor Goose's summons and after a
short gavotte are joined by Peter
Pumpkin Eater and Rod Riding Hood
The whole number ends with a brisk I
gallop which take the Mother Goosei
party Off in a whirl of applause Au!
acrobatic dance by I. C' Wee, In
the charaeter of Simon and Resale ,
Browning es Huida in also one of the I
features of act two
Tim litsephy Tomorrow.
In "Old InSocence, ' the play to be
given by Tint Murphy at The Ken-
lucky on 1A'eduesdav night, this mitten:
did comedian is sern at his best and ,
his reirtval once again shows him In a j
character In which he is n13-1 able
suite. The Impersonation of "Jason
Green" by Mr. Murphy is unqueetion•
ably one of the most interesting 'bar
acter studies presented to tbeetel
goers in many year.. for It ban the
charm, of a distinctive .
Xtr. Tim 'Isis-pity.
and the emphasis of a eouceptitie
that is entirely his own. Mr Murphy
has before scored in the part, for it
was some seasons ago the most pro-
nounced success in his large relive
toire, and at that time was conceded
to he one trf the most artistic and
praiseworthy undertakings he had
made. His revival of "Old Innocence"
has been made silk eeery attentiou
and his supporting company has bees
most carefully chosen. Among his
players will be Dorothy Seerrod, Lou-
ise Whiteeld, Mrs. Aubiey Powell and
0. J. Glen, as well as. other clever
assistants in minor part.. The cos-
tumes asd nthvr accessories are of the
best
Hugo M Melodrama.
It is not entirely easy to take -The
Law and the Man," which Wilton
Lackaye produces with all the *ere
misness It should receive. It•is such
a rip-roarhg melodrama that much
of it impresses as funny, and the risi-
bles of the habitual thaelitri. goer are
dangerously tickled. But .11r. Lack-
aye es known to have worked long
and cathusiaeitti. "re this version
of .Viettor Hitgo's 1..t..4 Miserable':
the production that lr had been
given the play Is lavisit if it be
in some things peculisi. a:c1 the un-
dertaking eleerly Is an Ai nest at-
tempt to transfer creditably to the
stage the story contained in one of
the world's' literary neteteritieeett:
-The Law and the Man." as a
whole. can he understood and enjoyed
as well by the piny-goer who has not
read -Lee Miserobiell" asi by the one
In yrt,a1.-st
1,.11111lo k
P tr.! I toll
Mr ge,-.••••••••••eseew
PrrrE PA Pl'eAn tasPyincrit STrg
I who has. In fate, the former wilt
have his visite:our loused If he be
THEIkTRicAL rt:?0TE-S almeeptible to melydratuatic inteositY.ife (lid he will uot be bothered by ally
i bought t oncerniart the cutting and
:-Irvitric *hat has been done to rho able.
S
71: •InC Ti
Nilliann !sluiplc," at Tin. Ken.
reeky Tonight.
Victor Hugo masterwork.
Mr Lackroe work. hard and earn-
estly in the role of VaDean. Me is
not advantageously cast, however for
the benignity of goodness and of
saintly forbearance and gentleness
does not lie easily within the range of
his assertive, robust style
Mr MarDowell was a Javert of
su Helen t ly eta ister miss to frighten
sny trim ta , anti he let no oppor-
tunity for ineiodraniatic intensity em-
cees hint.
- —•
Jeffreys Leels as Mine, Thasadier
wee enricher member nf the ralit who
,COPy PI rep e y
TeettyClirreffesesPriece
beep/care
-Vinsr," It ith "Minaret- si  seiner..., •
at The kentruky Tonight.
devoitred large plecee of 'scenic en-
framement and seemed to relish it
She did, in truth. R117 a hag that
I steeped direct from out "The 7,
lOrphans" as it fionrIsb-ed in
rttainty days- of which we hear as,cots...41y .ticc., "Old lllll /.111,4'," at the much. Miss Sherwood Was sweet and ‘11,- .1
RfitIsfvfna in her various manifesita- 1
Bona as ?endue sad OleseTte, and Miss
Berta did a really neat bit oe work
Mponirre. Mr. Temp was a good
looking MItrius and when be tames
hie hands will be Mom- than accept-
A Memphis Opinion.
The Memphis Commercial Appeal
says: ,,
"It was a truly delighted audience
which left the Lyceum theater last
night after witnessing the perform-
ance of_-"The Trust of the Town,"
with Jane Kennark ae Betty Single-
ton, the principel role of the Clyde
Fitch plays, a comedy in four acts,
which was given here a year ago with
Viola Allen in the part to which Miss
Kennark succeeded, and that too,
with such *Mali credit to herself.
"Tbe production in which Miss
Keneark is appearing is the same as
that in which Miss Allen was men
here last season. The company sup-
portbig Miss ketteark includes 1,1111a
Vane, Bertha Livinestocr Clarke Wel-
don, Carl Anthony, Herman Lieb,
'"Vatirice W. Stuart. Warren Dallier,
Nat Lfilluguell, John Warren, Little-
ton McGruder, Ralph Beales and
Frank George.
"Mice Kennark Is finished lii what
she does: many consider her superior
to Miss Allen in the Fitch play, for
the.reasen that the role of Betty 81a
4letun tits her more perfectly than it
lid Miss Allow At any rate, she Is
truly charming in the pert and the
audience went away last night feeling
retter for having attended the Pe,-
'formance."
Four things a man most learn to do
If he would make hie,tecord true:
To think without coettistoi cleenlY.
To love his fellow-men sincerely;
To ect from &quest motives purco.y,




The worst of the sportive Style in
mess writing is that It sometimes
leads to misunderstanding, The Lou-
don correspondent of a Manchester
paper :tett the other da4'a hinuoroue
account of the reuewing of the hands
of the great clock of parliament. it
ran thus:
-A well-known character, who has
lived in Westminster all his life and
Is familiarly known to litany London-
ers as 'Ben,' underwent a serious oper-
ation this morning.
"As Westminster hospital was too
full to allow of him having a bed, the
operation was carried out by two doc-
tors in the • en air, and In the pres-
ence of a large crowd.
"Both of Ben's hands were taken
off--successfully and rapidly. A new
Pair will be provided for him."
This seemed a curious but be no
means an amusing bit of Intelligence
to the Manchester staff of the Paper.
They put It In a prominent position
among the day's painful occurrences,
next to a paragraph about 'Semitic
Kills Seven " and gave 0 it the follow-
ing headline: "Operation in the Open
Air Big Crowd Watched Man's
Hands T:aken Off."
Which proves that it is, even in
these frivolous times, still possible to
be funny --London Dully News.
(Milt) eourvekerces.
"Let a man be only half or three-
quarthers square, as moot iv us are.
an' he fears less a rijiment iv evens
with a geeing gun poundln' at tb'
dure thin th touch iv a ray porther's
hand on th' dure bell says "Mr.
Dooley" on "The Power of the Press"
In The fruierican Magailne for Oct*
her.
Thr pollee of New York City ar-
rest, on an average, 516 persons
each day.
kentrark. in "The Tdast or The Town" at the Kentucky Matur.
day Matinee ti net night.
t %WEN': rittyNt ...0%1f1 ", ii,', .I:'' 1 it \ 11 Is 1 1. \ 11
The ideal City.
A (Jty with demo Aries, well-
apriukied streets. stireets listed with
sell-cared-for shade trees.
Streets and roads that ale freed
from billemard* that are a stench in
the communit)
Vacant iota now ited as dumping
p.:aces turn& into attitsetive squares.
Benches along the roatiskle for
scary pedestrians.
Back yards that are virtues of
beauty Instead of eyescces.
Window boxes that briglatea dull
walls and recreation piers on the
banks of the river.
All theft make for patriotoon
well as for civic beauty- aad righteous
nese
If it Is true that the boy without
a playground is father to the matt
without a Job, we may shrink from
looking Into their future. Doss awl
girls are turned Mose on the streets;
mischief, vice and crime rutin, and
when these conditions become un-
benrable we turn to tho curfew as a
negative means of, dealing with con-
ditions that ought never to hate ea-
isted,—Exchange.
Disgraeem Deficientlese
It is a disgrace—
To half do things.
Not to develop our poseibilitiee
To be lazy, indolent, indifferent
To do poor, slipsitod, botched work.
To give a bad example to young
people.
To have crude, brutish, repulsive
manners.
To hide a talent becaurie you have
only one.
To live a half life when a whole
life Is possible.
Not to be scrupulously clean la
person and surroundings.
To acknowledge a fault and make
no effort to overcome it.
To be ungrateful to frleuds and
to those who have helped us
To go through life a Wile') when
nature intended you to be a giant
To kick over the ladder upon
which we have climbed to our posi-
tion.
To be grossly ignorant in these




Old Gentletuan—So you are sex-
tette to become my son-In-law"
Young )Ian---Yes. sir. So tuuch
so, in feet. that I am willing Co mar-
ry your daugliter.—November Smart
Set.
If an article is Imitated, the (nitrites&
Is always hest. Think It over. and
*Wm too go to aos-Lanibm.ra.
to keep around We house, get De-
Witt's Mt* ligeel Seise. It is the
original and the name is etamped oo
every box. Good for eczema. letter,
boils, cuts and bruises and especially
recommended Mc piles. Sold by
Lang Bros.
A Short Cat.
Mother—Bubble, bow did you get




Many a mats of tatintrine Impolite:4
who would not willingly- harm a kit-
ten. Is guilty of cruelty where his own
stomach Is concerned. Overdriven,
overwOrked, when *bat it Deeds Is
something that will digest the food
eaten and help the stomach to teen,
perate. Somalian* like Kodol for
Dyspepsia that is sold by Lang Bros
Anxiously 1-7;7Z-it .
Blanche—Poor Helen' Has the
worst been told"
Grace--i think not. They're all
waiting for your version.—Novem-
her *meet Set,
t cold is much more east:y cured
when the bowels are open. Kennedy's
Lasative Honey and Tar ()must the
bowels and drlees the cold out of the
system In yawn or o;d. Sold by
Lang Bros. _
Bard to Naderatand.
Bibbome peOele get every-thing they go after.
Gibbs—Yes, and others don't 'teens
to get what's coming to them.--No
vember Smart Bet.
-----
True and tried friends of the family
—DeWitt's Little Early 'Risers. Best
for results and best to take. De-
pendable little pills. They do am











Mai ly Pea tIrene se Iles F. Rest
Clentilkial le Mares Ilseapsea Sye kale
Their brand new up-toe-late niut-k
oartoon extravaganza, with its e t
of Costumes and welter\
The Wizard of Oz and Babes
Toyland Out Done.
60 ('harming Chorus biirls Go
2 Ballets 2
'20 Jingle& Hits 20
2 Quartets 2
Little Ruth, the world's greatest '
and youngest premier danseuse
THE BEST ONE YET
Prit .134. 50t. 75t. $1, $1.50
Meats on &air Monday 9 a. tia.








Gilmore—How did you begin your
downward course'
DeWitte—I began at the,.„top, of
course. Did you think I began at the
bottom'—November Smart Set.
Tbr 'ream Wender
Cures all kidney, bladder and rheu
matte troublete gold by J. H. Oehl-
sehlaeger. 601 Broadway, Dr. E. W.
Holt. oat* 2936 Olive street, St
Leafs, Mo. -
The body of Hector had just been
dragged around the walls of Troy
"That's nothing." they said. "the
poor fellow's wife once dragged
hint around town on a Cheeping ex-
pedition," Thereupon his Mende re-
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la Clyde Fach's Maslerpieee
The Toast
of the Town
The Original Massive Pioduotion
as Presented by Viola Allen
and Great Coat, Including
Carl Anthony, Lilla Vanc,
and others
Prices: Matinee-50, 75 and $1.
25e. Night-25, i,50,
35, $1.00 and $1.50.
sows on tole Feeder S a. M.
leery Mamma, Jr.
lbw* ts Third aid Iiirtuty
took Binding, Hank Work, Ltg.





Sell on lintallments aft
take olel insiroments in
exchange.
DISTRIBUTING OFF ICE
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BROTHERHOOD OF IP"'
ST. ANDREWS MEET
Convenes In Memphis Next
Thursday For Four Days.
Importtutt f:stilicring and F est Time
It Has i%eell Held in the
South.
SPECIAL TRAIN Is CHARTHHED
One of the greatest church gather-
ings of this year will be that of the
Brotherhood of St. Andrew. of the
Protestant Episcopal church, which
meets for its twenty-first annual con-
vention in 'Memphis on Thursday next.
The Minions °Nile convention will last
throe" the following Sunday. The
program prepared for the coming con-
vention is a strong one, and from the
opening service on Sunday night, the
interest and enthusiasm should no
. flag a minute. The program includes
many of the most forcible and earnest
spealsers of the church in this eoun-
try. Bishop Kinsolving. of Texaa.and
rifshop Gallor. of Tennessee, are
among those that will be hoard
Bishop Woodcock, of Kentucky. will
be one'cif the speakers at a great mass
meeting to be held in the Blinn
theater on. Sunday afternoon. his sub-
Jeet•being. "AID I My Brother's Keep-
er!'" The crowatag event of the con-
vention will, as heretofore, be the an-
nual corporate communion service at
the Brotherhood, which will be held
in Grace church at 7 a. m. on Satur-
day. At this service more than a
thousand men kneel together at the
Lord's table and together renew their
pledges of prayer nod service to the
Great Captain whom they serve.
This will be the first convention
ever held In the heart of the south.
and the indications point to a large
enthusiastic and helpful meeting.
The Memphis brotherhood men have
tirade great preparation and there will
be a display of hospitality such as the
brotherhood has never seen.
A special train will carry the lAuis-
villa delegates and others from Ken-
tucky to Memphis. Dr R. A Hicks
will go from Grace Episcopal church.
PadOcah, and possibly others of the
order here.
STATESMAN
PROBABLY mu, RE I DosEN
NEXT BY CARDINAL.
Members of College Discuss Subject
Among Themselves Without
Disrespect.
Rome, Oct l6.—In spite of the
fact that the Pope is enjoying perfect
health, the matter of the possible re-
sult or the next conclave, whenever
It does occur, is being discussed even
among the cardinals themselves, and
"his with no desire to anticipate the
end or to be disrespected to the pon-
tiff. In view of the vaticaa's erperi-
epee with France. the cry this time
will be not for a merely religions pope
but a political pope; not for a saint
but for a statesman.
Even the stroneest opponents of
three years ago of Cardinal Rampolla
now favor his election. Rampolla
failed In 1903 chiefly because he was
vetoed by Cardinal Puzyna in he
nettle Or Austria, speaking for the en-
tire triple —
-Remember." said the political
adviser, "that consistency hi a Jew-
el." "yes," answered Senator Sor-
ghum. "but these days a lavish dis-
play of jewelry is not considered po-
i Washington Star.

























As an auxiliary to your
coke furnace you will find
it invaluable. With it you
can' make your dining
room, sitting room or bed
room comfortable at any
hour when your coke fire
is insufficiertt.
AT rial Will Convince You




THE PADUCAH LIGHT AND POWER CO
 -10=1111111111111nalnelnininew-r."- ""'","0111•11M11111P"'
BUY YOUR COAL NOW
Coal will advance Nov. 1. Cars arc in great de-
mand, and mines find it impossible to get enough
empty cars to fill orders. The excessive demand
for coal at this time is causing a shortage both in
coal and cars and the sooner you get your order
placed for your winter coal the quicker it can be
delivered.
Delays will be expensive to you, so order now.
Luzerne Coal is the best produced in Kentucky.




Homes on Easy Terms
I have quite a number of elegant little cottage homes, of
three, four and five rooms, well located, which I am going to
offer for sale at from $600 to $800 each, on monthly pay-
ments of from $15 to $20 per month, Less than a fair cam
PRICE.
Heretofore I have required ten per cent, of the price in
advance on such sales, but will now sell with one regular
monthly payment, in- advance. A rare opportunity to get a
home with ordinary rent.
- --Hoineseekars a14 and see bier or -esti m hv old phone
231. Will be glad to show yon.
J. M. WOR.TEN, Fraternity Building
Foreman Bros: Novelty Co.
 Incorpoted 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122.124 ni%Flourth t. Phones 787 .
Cold Weather Coming 1 WE would like to have you come and see what a wonderful stock of Furniture, Carpets,
Curtains, Stoves and Home Furnishings we have to show you. It is to your own in-
terest—it is a duty you owe to yourself—to find out where the best styles, most dependable
qualities and lowest prices are to be found. We are confident that After you have seen what we
have to offer, and have compared our prices with those asked elsewhere, the rest will be easy
and we will be assured of at least part of your patronage. There is no question but that our
terms of payment will please you, for any reasonable arrangement that suits you will be slit Is-
factory to us. Come around and make your selections early.
tioasimmtocABINET
"The Hoosier"
Is far superior to any other, wade in all finishes, has aluminum top
which can be drawu out when in use, making the table twice the
original size, one of the most useful pieces of furniture to be had in
the kitchen: it furnishes a place for everything.
$1.00 Cash and 50c Per Week
Watch this paper for anntmce-
ment of our Big Fall
Opening
A lilinge you eau depend upon—
one that has stood the test of
lb you oon4ider your opal bill •
time, and, in every instance, has ' '
If so, do not fail to investigate
given the best satisfaction. Cole's Hot Blast Heater.That s our celebrated King
It saves the fuel, has greater
Quality Banner 
Steel
Range. High-grade in every 
heating capacity than any heater
sold, and is guaranteed to carry
detail of constrivtion, made of
polished blue steel throughout, , fire for forty-eight hours without
attention. Come in, whetherduplex grates, ventilated fire box.1
thpt is guaranteed. Come in and you want to buy or not, and let
le us show you the superiority us show you the advantages this •
of this Range over other makes. stove -has over others. Pm°
$1.00 cash and $1.(10 per week. cash, 50 cents per week.
' I
We recommend our line of Morris Chairs for beauty and
appearance and durability of construction, finished in
golden oak, Re 'there(' or early English—easily adjusted
to env position', while sitting.
Terms $1.00 Cash
50c Per Week
See our large Ike of Toilet Sets-11.7S for this hand-











ee this strictly high-grade Mattress, made up of pure silo%
white, laminated cotton down, vermin-proof and non-absorbent.
Will never get lumpy. Sold on a guarantee. Give us your
order for one of these mattresses. Use it thirty days, and if it
is not satisfactory we will eleerfully refund your money.
$1.00 CASH
and 50c Per Week Buys One
F. N. GARDNER, JR. CO.
114-116 South Third Street
Gay Nance. Lee Nance, Jr. M. Nance. Embalmer
White Ambulance fey dick and injured Only. 
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
Now Phone 334. Old Phon• 699
Open Day and Night.
tallOTT ' PENNYROYAL PILLS They eteeeeme Wee:.wee. hync=43 an,utablaiona, v
— or and banish "pain
of menstruation." they are " LIFE 8AVICR.8" to girls
womouhood, aiding developmeut of organs and body. V'
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do Itnrio- life
hecomes a pleasure. $1.00 PER BOX MY MAIL. Solt
bi druggists. DR. MUTT'S villiticALCoc. Cleveirsid. (ink
111U141 fel ALVIIIT • Aar v. ca. NOM RUP.70Alk• AL
1 YOUR  FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question is:
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you tc
E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
133 South Fourth 325 Kontuaky Ay*.
/ith Phonon 201




corky from the circuit court Instead
of the proper authority —the Tenn..-
Itee suprem.e 'wire
NO JURISDICTION DELINQUENT TAX LIST.
IS SHERIFFS PLEA
eitqlF.ie essatemilt of United
State % Court.
Allowed Nob to Haan Negro, With
Habeas Corpse. Case in Federal
Tribunni
Iii HITIMIRSTING TO LAWIT.11.04
Washington. Oct. 1G.—Attorneys
for John F. Shipp, the sheriff of Ham-
ilton county', Tennessee, and twellitY-
84 others will appear before the
United States supreme court tomor-
row morning in order to try to pre-
treat their punishment for contempt
of the supreme court in allowing the
negro, Ed Johnson, to be lynched in
chattanooga last February.
The case is regarded with entente(
intermit not catly by the people of the
6011th41111 states, but by the legal fra-
ternity in genera!, no other case of a
similar kind having ever come before
the supreme court. Not the least in-
tereeting feature will be the line of
defense conducted by Shipp's atter-
llwrs, Of whom the pr'nelpal one is
Former Attorney
Harmon.
It Is believed here that the line of
defense adopted will be, in the main
to insist that Shipp and his deputies,
being employes of the /oat: of Ten-
nessee. should be punished for any
alleged crimes under the laws of the
state of Tennessee. In other words,
i'i that the offense sas not against theDisked States supreme court. Law-yers, who have been following the
ease and take this view, declare that
tae circuit court, in which the petition
for habeas corpus was Med, had no
right to inquire into the matter but
...nly the supreme court nf Tennessee
could take cognizance of it: that the
negro, Johnson. In applylaz for a writ
f hsherie _teams gaz...tryiag-to4ie4-4
General Judson
Ilenrars Corporation.
Candidate Hughes coined a telling
braise In Firooklyn Saturday night
when he said: "We do not want gov-
gentnent by headlines." Fie struck a
low that hurt when he. told tbr
rooklynites the story of how Hearst,
e fiery denouncer of ‘orporations,
niggled out of paying a Judgment of
435,000—in favor of a young mar-
ried woman whom one of his delivery
wagoao knocked down and run over—
by hiring David B. Hill to convince
the court of appeals that the New
York Journal was the propert% of a
*oration and not of WIlliam Ran-
Hilaret. "What," asked Candi-
MOP,. "Is the sincerity of a
an who .11 talk Indiscriminately
alnst eorporatinns and use In his
minces a corporation to shield him
liability -Hartford Conrant.
Notice to Coatractore
Eldil will he received by the board
public works, until Wednesday.
Ober 74th, 1,116, for the eon-
etIon of the folowlag streets, by
lag and graveltng of same as per
as and apeciVations on file in the
ty.engineer's office.itrider ordinances
Seir siding for thee. improvements
Clay street from Seventeenth to
ineteenth street.
Twenty-secord ,tre,,tfrfrom Trim
* to Mildred street
Twenty-third street from Trimble
to Mildred street.
The board reserves the right to re-
ject any and all bids
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS .
By Dr. J. Q. Tolor Secretary
L. A Washington. City Engineer
October I 3 t h 1906.
Street Car Franchise for Sale.
On Friday, the 244th of O('tober,
04, about the . hour of 10 a" lock
• in., at the door of the City Halt - 1
II offer for sale a street car_fran-
Ise, lot-- -of-211- Yearseaceord-
to Ordinance recently passed by
city council.
The orditinnte is on file in the Au-
Itor'e office ar.d can he seen by those
Ring to purchase. ThJs sale is
e subject to the approval of the
ral Council.
'The city reserves the right to re-
Ableit. Dello, 
I
Soweillk 11411........ .1...ti —Si , ... its's. -4Agnew, Lucy, 904 Kentucky Ave  9 07Allgood, IR, Y..-Adams st 
 2 23Allison, J. Si.. S. 4th St 
 7 40Altman, J. M.. O'Brien Add  2 23.Cbein, Augusta. 635 Elisabeth St  4 08Alver, W. F., Fountain Park  7 67Angelly,13.. N. 14th St 
 4 4(1Anderson, P. W., O'Brien Add  2 23Angel, J. K.. Xtilah St 
 2 43Anderson, Miss Kate, 4th, Husbands and George St 23Anderson, Chan., Chamb. Add  3 31Anderson, I. 0., 4th, Clark and Adams    18 83Andrectit. J. H.. 24, Adams (410 Msdliloa ilt)  11 05
9 67
14 07
23 28Atkins, Mr., Monroe, 16th and 17th St  10 57Atkins, Mrs. Lucinda, Harris, 8th and 9th  1 SiAtkins, A. A.. Wen). 21st and 22d  7 64Augustus. W. E . Estate, S. 41t St  4 .56Armstrong. J T., 11th and Harrison  15 21•ubtaiser-Busch Brewing Atts'n, Boyd. 7th and 8th  9 07
3 76
ArgUst, T. 0.. 1241 S. 6th At 
Arnold, A. J., theirs) S. 6th St 
Ashton, Prod B., 512 N. 5th St 
Bar-nett, W. W.. Sway, 16th and 17th 
Barnett, C. S.. 3d and Monroe 
Baird, Mims C. A., N. 14th St 
Baliey, W. V., Thurman Add 
Baker, S. 'L., Farley place  .Barker, D. T.. cor. Woodward and Uhler Bagby, Mrs. Z. R.. 7th and Harrison 
Barrett, R. S., Thurman Add 
Baker, W. M., Hiakieville Road 
Budd.. Frank. Caldwell and Norton 
Burger, L. C., Elizabeth fit 
Bank Elisabeth, Wagner Ave 0th and 7th Barnett, Mrs. 0., Hinkleville Road 
Hell, Mrs. R. A., Georg*, 3d and 4th 
Berner, G. W., Tenneenee St 
Arnold. A. E., Guthrie Ave 
Bezel. Mrs. Elisabeth, 11th. Jones and NortonBailey, Mrs. L. S.. Wway, 1st and NI 
Basket, Thos. C., West End
$ 6 36
18 15




































Boyers, A. Tennessee. 94h and 10th 
Herm E. 'W., 4th and Campbell 
Berger, Chris J., Enders Add 
Blake, C. L., 12th and Flournoy 
Broyles, L. & Si.. N. 12th St 
Brake, It. F., 12th St 
Bloodsrorth, Si. A.. 51111 St 
Blair, H. H., Little's Add 
Bohannon, Lula. Bridge St 
Bohannon. .P. D., Bridge St 
Rowland, C. It., it15 S. 11th St 
Burnett, Si. L., Wes'', 14th and 15th Burkholder, J. H. N'oeton Add 
Burton. Rosa. Goebel Ave 
Smiles, Mrs. N. L. Kinkead 
Braselton, Mrs. 'Si. ,L., Estate. 6th and Clark 
Brame, H. C., 200 Hays Ave 
Brown. Geo. H.. 1739 Jefferson 
Brooks. J. B.. Lincoln Ave 
Bronson, Chas.. Cleveland Ave.
Brigman, W. J., Elmwood 
Bryant, S. G.. N. 4th St 
BrYael t and husbands.
Brandon. Geo., Bockman 
Bryant, Mrs. Belle, Elizabeth St 
Bronston, 13,11e 10. C. Wallace). allad.son St Braaten, E. At, Worten Ave 
Bryant, Jahn IN RI, 10th, Flournoy and Boyd  Browder. Allen and Kate, Fountain Ave Brown y. 111th and Jones 
Bryant, Mrs. Jesse, S. 8th St 
Bryant, Walker, Jackson St., 
Brcorn. F B., Brown St 
Brown, Ei , 12th St 
Brown, 8.. Worten's Add 
Brows
•
.1 Wee. S. tth St 
301
Carmen, _Ernest, Clements S)  ; $ 5 13Cartha, Clara, 8th St 
 1 51Ca:ker. T., Clements St. , 06ralahan. Con, IN RI, Trimble St  5 44Cecil, Theo.. N. 4th St 
 11 56Clark. L. T., 714 Jones 
 12 76Clark & Haywood. Harrison, 16th aid 17th  5 44Clark. G. A. Goebel Ave.. Add.  7.63Clark, G. W. Merrily Add. 
 5.13Conley, N. L., S. 3rd St 
 b 44Copeland. Ann`e, 1008 Kentucky Ave  18 15Conant. I . B. IN 51. Elisabeth and Broad  , I 7:Cohen, Mike, Monroe St 
 " 7 4')Conley, Jame.. Ashbrook 
 4 63Collier, Tom 8th and Harrison  6 88Coleman. J. W.. 2430 Adams  3 72Coleman, J. L. Fountain Park  5 13Crockett, Mrs. Mary, S. 3rd St  13 (.2Cunningham, Joe, tetit g 4th St  6 (16Condiff. T. J.. floebel Ave 
 3 itt
Davis. R. Hampton Ave 
Davis, M:s. R. T, 9th, Husbands and Rockinoa Darnej, S. 5... 7th, Husband. and Bockman .......Wm. M . FIsherville 
Davis, 31..5., Ashbrook 
Dalton, Lac), Benton Road 
Davis. S. L., Murray Ave 
Darya', A., Madison, 13th and 14th 
Dean Mary. 20 acres near Dishoe's 
Dill, C. L., Terrell Ave 
Dill, Loti•st. Jones and Thurman Add 
Dixon, J T.. Little's .Add 
Downs, W. D., tor Mrs. W. D. Downs, Trimble St Downs, W. D., Trimble 
Desoviehel, Ed. Nays Ave 
Dotich, Mrs. Robt., Bloomfield 
Duncan, Mr., T. B., Bronson Ave...
Donsouctet, A. C.. 621 aVootivrard Ave Duffy. Rose, 8th, Washington and Clark Dunaway J. Ni., Flournoy. 6th and 7th illegal& G. C , 23rd and Broadway 
Duggan. .1. H.. Broadway 
2 44
1 AI Karnes, Wei. M., 7th, Burnett and Boyd $ 2422 71 Kaskey, Geo. Trimble, 13th and 14tn 
64 91 Kaufman. Mrs. Ida, 13th and Husbands  22 73 Keithley, John, 7th, Jonas and Tennessee  61' 81 Kilcoyne. Michael, 111th, Burnett and Flournoy 3 40 Kipp, C., Elisabeth fit 
49 0- Kirkpatrick, D. W., Bloomfield Ave  5 1.3 Keenter, Mrs Nancy, Asheraft 
2 42 Keiser. Emil. Rowlandtown 
3 11 Kaskey, Mary, 13th and Irlostrnoy. 7 $1 Kreutaer, T. B. Thurman Add 12 '19 gore GeniAld, Iiinklevile Road. . .. Kolb, F. C:. S. rith St 
Kotheimer. (rum. 9111 and Washington Sts • kyle, Melissa, Kinkead Ave 
Grainger, H,IN 15). Clay and TrimbleLirf Kat r Sato. Stitagy.154.and 1.614e.s.re tiraeas,' Dr. W7 T., 7th, ClaY and'Hithrfluan Greif, A. J., and K. Seibert, 4th, Nortonsetted Husbands Grief, Nick, estate, Husbands St 
Geegory, C., Trimble Si 









Hays M. L., 2 acres near John Arts $ 5Hamilton. Mrs. Lou, Elizabeth St  2Hamby, H. A., Norton St 
Hats, M T.. (N RI, Hays Ave 
Hanes, L., S. 13th St 
Hancock, W. B„ Fountain Park 
Havbeek, Tetopy, Husband Add 
Hall, A., 12th, Clark and Washington Hart, J. B. and wife, Atkins Ave 
Haskins, T. A. Sway, 22d and ind Harris. R. ,M., 7th, Boyd and Harris Heron, W. H.. 420 Kinkead 
Helton, L. J., 11th and Madison fite Henson, Mrs. S. F., 110 and Tennestssee St Hedges, J. W.. 531 & 6th St 
Herman, Elizabeth, Fountain Park Hessig, Mrs. C., 8th and Jackson Ste Hilke, Henry C.. Mayfield Road -Meer, Phll, 7th and Boyd 
Nickerson  , Little's Add Higgins, Mary, Howell's Ave 
Hincbliffe, T. B., Fountain Park 
Hinkle. C. S., Clay, 14th and 15th Hicklin. NeUie, Ottaimblin and Murray Add itotmer, B. H., Went End 
lioeber. W. F., 191h and Harrison Holbrook. M. J., Harrison, 11th and 12th Holt. W. A., Clay, leth and 15th Holland, Sam B., 7th, Bard and Harris Hos(etter, Mary A., Woodward Ave Hotelier, F. C., 6th, Boyd and Burnett Hubbell, Mrs. C., Clhambiln Add., 912 Jefferson Herman, Emma, Madison, 16th and 17th Husbands, Mrs. 5. H., Elizabeth St Hutcherson, Si. T., S. 9th St 
Husbands, Was Si., t4 It), 214 acresHughes, Geo. V., 136V S. 9th St 
ITUOilierson, S. L., Guthrie Ave 
Hugbea, J. W., S. 4th St 
Radeen, J. W., Monroe, Ildi and lath Herres. J. A., Wheeler Add 
Herron, Mollie, Mechanicsburg Harrel, C.. Sway, 24th and 25th.Hubbard, Ed C., 6th and McKinley Hyman, L. H., West Broadway 

















































































!semen, Tony, 3rd, Norton and George $ 58 22teems. John, 2nd and Waahiagton St . ..... 139 46lvta, P..1 , Eolith& 
 3 31
James, Albert T., 1225 Salem Ave 
$Jones, J. T., Adams St 
Jobison. H. J., Tulley Ave 
Johnson, Robt.. 8th, Husbands-and Bockman Johnson, Sam, IN it) 12th and Jones StJohnson. Chas., Walsh St. (10011 8. 6th iJoiner, Mrs Wiley, McKinley Ave.
Jurgen:mon, J. K.. S. 3rd St 
Jackson, Wm Hinkleville Road.Jenk!na. A. It., near coal tipple .....Jones, S. W.. 10th and Burnett
Jones, X. T., Bridge St. 






































Easley. V: , Wheeler Add 
$ 3 OfEsker, Lie, 500 Harrison St  9 69Eg_gleator. E. W., George. 5th and 6th 
M E., OR Husbasufs  4 95Ellis. Mr-. al: H., Gould Ave. 
 - 9 16Elder, T. G.. S. 5th St 
 -Elrod & Morrie, 3% serest 13'wey to City limst4  8 19Thigiert, Thox., 906 S. 11th St  4 56Rinmerson. T. S., Madison. 11th and 12th  7 26Ethridge. W. H., Worten's Add  12 48
Farnsley, Mr.. F. R., 90`.. Tenn. St
Farnell heirs, Elizabeth St 
FarleIgh, Annie, Broadway
Fle:ds, John, Elizabeth St 
Fisher, 0. W., 12th and Burnett 
Fisher, Otho, S. 5th St 
Fragain, V. N.. Meekaalcisherg any and all bid. Respectfully, Foreman, S. E.. Monroe. 17th and
- - TET.EIT ------
yor of the city of Paducah, Ky.
The Wrong Knee.
The late aichhi:bop of Canterbury
as for many years fearful of a strok,,
-317,-Madltson, 21st and 324 Frazier, M. 0. A., Trimble. 14th and ?fah Fntrell. 'I'. E., Clay, 16th and 17th 
Futrell, Frank L., 4th and Clark 
Gaybeck heirs, Elisabeth St 
Garvey. Mrs. Judith. N. 6th St I paralysis Gallagher & Lane, 9th and Trimble St Seated at the right of Countess
-- at a brilliant banquet, be
rtled the guests ley arising and re-
arking:
"Brethren, it has come at last—
at which I have feared for forty
rs—a stroke of paralt sic I have
pinching my knee for the last
enty minutes and can't find the Grouse, 'It. A., Gth, Husbands and Gearge 
at sensation there." Gorden, James, Caldwell $t 
Green, 3 B., Goebel Ave "Pardon me," said the countess,















Gardner/ Geo. A.. Ashbrook Ave 
Gardner & Palmer, 8th And Terrell ()Ebert & Marahall. Wway, 10th and 11th Gills, N. A., Elisabeth St 
Gibson. W. W., Goebel Ave 
Glover, W. C., Atkins Ave 
Glass, Geo. D..Fazoe's Add 
Gardner, Mrs. M. C., Jefferean St (lower. A. M., Chamblin Add 
Gordon, Antall& Harrison St 
Gilbert, Jame. T., HinklevIlle Road °riga, I B.. Klakead Ave 





















Lane, John. 10th and (lay.
Larue 14 A. Little's Add 
Lawrence. Thoe Atkins Ave 
Landrum. Mary. Jones St 
Latham, M. 1., 8th. Adams and JacksonLesley, 0. L., Burnheim Ave 
Landis, W. T. Women's Add 
Lewis Henry, (N 11). 4th, Husbands
Lesson, Old, 74h. 'leeway and TeleranLevering, Theo. 4th, Norton and Husband. Mrs. W. A. Gardner, Agt. Leech & Washington. Ky. Ave. 131kand 14th 
Lee, T. West Ithid 
Leigne, S. G., N. 14th St 
Lewis. Marvin, Wort's', Add 
Linder. Geo., Island Creek 
Lindley heirs. 13th, Burnett and Flournoy Linn, M.. Clements St 
[Attie, Kos, IN 12), Little's Add.... Loeber. W. P'.. 12th and Berrie.... Love A. A., 1831 Bridge St 
Luttrell, J. T., O'Brien Add 
Luttrell. A. C., Fountain Pitk 
Lydon, Wm., 42911, 10th St 
Lynn, Mrs. Margsrette, Clemente St 
Langden. Sears & Co.. 2 acres on Benton Road 'Lewis, The.. I., Broadway 
Lelgen. S. G., N. 14th St 
Landis, L. D., Caldwell 
Leibel, Lizzie, Wortee's Add 
Linn. Frank, 10th St 
le.gh. J. W.. ('lay. 171b and 19th 
and George 
Mattersoa, J. E. S., 1510 S. 4th St...Markey, Mrs., Faxon's Add 
5Maxwell, Mrs. Lon N., B'way. 7th and lith  35Marshall, Jaime*, Clements St ...... . .. ...  IMartin, Wm. M., 6th, Boyd and Harris  4Markey, Mary, isth and riouteoy 
3Medley, Mary E.. Sewell Awe  2.Mitchell, M. A., adm. J ('. Carling estate. 741 N. 111th St  rrMilliken, Win., 8th and Adams  1')Miller. 7'. (3., Wheeler Add _ 
4Miller. Mrs. E. M., 13th and Harrison .... 2MEHL Mary B.,11.-Ith St 
 4Mimms. Mrs. Marv, Nth. Adams and /Season  5Mills, J. B., 1033 S. 3rd St -f--.--.-7-7.-7.- ..... 8Morgan, Mrs. M. Z.. 6th, Clark and Adams 9Morris, —, Norton, 3rd and 4th  7Morris, W. M.. 11,02 Brown St  6Morgan, Bolee_near Kilgore's 
Mo-ore, Geo. W., 3rd, Tennessee and Jones  9Moils, Mary E., George St 
 1Mullen. Mrs. S. H.. Trimble, 150 and 16th  18Muse, Geo.. heirs, Tennessee St  1Muller., Joe. Wheeler Add 
 11Matiock,ILizzie. Goebel Ave 
 5Mathews, W. H., 13th St 
 s
55
Paducah Wagon Co., and and Washingtoo Paducah Laundry Co., 5th and Jefferson StsParrish, Annie, Elizabeth St 
Parks, D. , 22nd and Jefferson Sts 
Potter Justus, 635 Elizabeth St 
Perry, Starr, Tennessee St 
Pearson, Mrs. Wan* 730„Clark St 
Phillips, far , Chanablin Add 
Phillips, oils, Campbell St 
Pittteau, Belle, 1010 Jackson St 
Phillips, W. A., 3rd and Norton Sts Porter, Chas. A., Little's Add 
Potts, Elvis, Clay, 16th ad 171A Pope, L. W., Powell St 
Polk, Beet*, 11th, Pleurae) and Terrell Prewitt, Mts. M. A., Monroe, 2nd and 3rd 
Proiebetis, J. B., Lincolo Ave 
, near Torten 
Prenss, W. B., Tennessee St



















A 41.6Price, Ben, 4th, Husbands and Caldwell  6 94Pryor, W. L., 5th, Elizabeth and George 113Poryear, E. H., agent, N. 8th St  9 07Putman. J. L., 7th and Jones St  A 03Phelps, 0.' P., Hap and Powell  2 61Parrisn. Annie, Elisabeth St 1 $3Price, literlion J., (Hamblin Add  93Paducah Brewery Co., tea and Monroe Sta  314 45Paducah Brewery Co., Monroe. 9th and 10th  42 66
:Roberts, N. T., Harrison, 17th and 18th 
Reeves, Miss, S. 4th St 
Rowark, Wm., Broad St 
Riddle, Chas., 1101 S. 3rd St 
Ray, ',I., Wheeler Add 
Ray, 
Rigglesberger. Frank, estate, S. 3rd St 
Ralph, W. H., 123 Jackson St 
. Worten's Add 








Pierce, Josiah, 25th and Adams, .. ...... 3 43
Quarles, Mrs M., 4th, Norton and George . $ 6 81
Radford G. A. 234 Hays 
$ 4 23Ramage, James, 3rd, Norton and Husbands  is
4
Rappolee, G. H., (N R), Jones St  2 1
Rosa, Joggle, S. 4th St 
 2 27Roof, it, Jones St 
 7 40Rudy, Mrs. C. P " Fountain Ave  27 22Rudd W P.. estate Hampton Ave  4 
P
Ruby, John, 17th, Clay and Trimble  8 .4s Roark, Wen. Chamblin Add 
 1 44Rutledge, Wm., back of Kilgore's  3 14Rogers, W. E., Broadway .  3 68Royer, —, Clements St 
 4 laRives, John, 14th and Trimble St  694 _Redmond, W. C. Bridge St 
 7 ReRutter Chas. Fountalo Park  5 13Russell, Cu. H., Thurman Add  3 21Rouse, Wm.. Hinkleyllie Road  2 43Rogers, Mrs. M. B.. Wway, 11th and 12th  9 07Redmond, Allen, Kentucky Ave.. 10th and 11th .. ......... R 14




n. Ed Broad St 
 5 694Savers. John F.. Hays Ave  .-- •-• 3 63-,Sale, H. D., 13, 3rd St 
7 03Spaulding. Sam l'.. (N RI, 9th, Broadway and Kentucky Aye—  36 30Sanders, 
H., 
Smithland and Tennessee  6 06Senders, F.. B., 10th, Burnett and Flournoy  7 86Schmidt, Nick. 1115 S. 3rd St  12 43Scott & Wallace,. Jefferson, 17th and 18th St  4 66Schulte, 0, W., Tennessee St. near I. C. R. a 4 9534 Scott, Vary A., S. 8th St 
 7 7194 Scott, P. A., 239 Meyers lit 
5 1326 Scott, W. E., (N Rt, Trimble St ....... . • .. Ai ..• •  10 1453 Seibert, Mrs. Maggie. 7th and Adams 
9 6
53 Sebastian, Jostle, Kentucky Ave., 10th and Iltb  18 9268 Sea Coast Mineral Co., Meyers St 
128 8643 Sears, Mrs. M., 5th. Elizabeth and Mackinac  3 46', 96 Sells, —. Hays Ave 
 6 11145 Sharp. Dells, Harrison, 17th and 18th  1 813 63 Shaw, Mina, 011 Block 
1 el2 43 Shelby, T. It.. Hush. and Jones 3 31 illttemirell, S. B.. Clements St.  : 1;4 68 Short, Mrs., Harrison, 17th and 111th 
108
15 12 Shemstrel! & AVarace, Clements St . 
4 5693 Sherrell, Robt.. N. 8th St  . .
19 066726 91 





  42 84
1 40 Smith, .T. S., 617 Willie St 
1112 4537
3 11 Smith, Nathan, Fountain P—';
2 43 Smith, Rd, 6th. Broad and Ella 
. - . - .. 
13 41 5
4 04Sion. ft 43 Dr. Wash. 1664 Sway
5 44 Smith J. F and wife B'way. 12th and 13th  3 6791 91 SMeilley, Hiram, 4th, Tenn. and Jones  16 024 22 
6 09S:WI:4:1i JkiciaKM1 nal,' 1.2 acre, Avevneear A. Conner  23Sledge, R . 81 4th, Morten and George • • • - • • 7 40Stewart R. F., Hays Ave 
3 41
66 - • • _....... Streolding. Mrs Role, 6th, atirtsett and Flour  1 36Spark. Lou. Artheraft 
 1 93Stewart Dr. D. T., Mad. 16th and 17th  4 68Stroud, Mrs. J. D. and C. A. Noree41,19th and Madloton St  4 99Siegal' & Potts. Bernbeim Ave. .... 0 eaSteed. Henry, 4th and Jackson .... ...... 4 111Stewart, Sam, for children, 13th and Wash St,  1 81Story, Rufus, Bridge St 
SIStalls'!, Mason M.. near intl. Artie, 4th and Jelf 3 43
'
Sutherland, R. L. Wheeler Add.. .  • • • 
....
2 98Sutherland. Mrs. Lena, Jack., 11th and 13th  13 61Swanson, C. F., Jeff St 
12 44Steberson. Frank. Mad. St 
3 38SkiThan, M. J., So. 6th St . ..) 
6 18Sanderson, R. L., Bloomfield Ave 


















ellitJtrA,  $McCarthev, R E., 12th, Obiorind-Tennertsee McCune, Robt., Harrison St 
McClure, Homer, 714 Jones St 
McClure. W T.', IN It.,, Jarrett 8t ...McClure, R. F . Jarrett and Bridge St.McFall, J. W., Hays Ave 
McFadden, W. T., Fountain Ave 
McGee, Mrs., West End 
Melattre, R. H., Worten's Add 
MeMahon, R. A., nth, Elizabeth rad Broad McNamara. P.. estate, 8th and Boyd McNama, Mrs. James, 419 13, 9th St McGhee, Wm. & J., Cahlwell St 
•
..........
Nance, T M., 1035 N. 120 St 
Nelnon, Mrs Kate. Madison, igtb ILl 11th Newman R. T„ 13th and, Madlees . Nolan, A. J. O'Brien Add 
Obert, I. 141h and Madison St.
Orrtlele, West End 
Wirer, W M rases Add.  
Owen, Gary, 21st Mkt 'Albans 


















































































Tatum, David, Thurman Add   1 2 10Taylor, Young, 421 Ohio St 
14 26Taylor, Della. Hays and Powell  93Taylor, P. V.. back of Kilgore's  1 '73Terrell, Fletcher, Wash., 8th and 9th  5 30Thomas, J. L., West and . 2 13Thompson., Jno. C., 707 Jones St 
6 94Thomas, S. B., Heirs. Harrison: int, and 7th  3 63Thompsot, G. W., Jackson St 
2 86Trontrnan, J. W. Tress. St 
 21 44Troutman, J. E., 1335 So. 8th St  4 23Tkoffipson, Mrs. Luella, Ky. Ave.   38 11Thompson. IR G., Rinkleville Read  4 7$Thurman, Mrs. M. J., Hinkleville Road rThomas. C. U. HInklevi)le Road .. ... I.., — ..  I 8%
Van Culla, mo., Bloomfield Ave ....Vanderroot, Chas., Jackson St 
Vernagne, Joseph, 701 and Clay' St 
Vines, -- Guthrie Ave 
Vogt, Mrs. Rosa. 5th, Norton and HusbandsVogt, Mrs. Marv, 1217 So. 16th St 
Dr. J. V. Voris, Home Purchasing Co., Mon. 13th and 14thVoight -- 9th and Bock. ......... ..... y..
Watkins, Mrs. M A., 520 So. 5th St....WatiterT-J7-11:-.--2TrilTRier
Ward, S. J., Bloomfield 
Wagoner, Chas., Monroe, 13th and 13th Watkins Emma. So. 5th St 
Wallace,  Little's Add.' 
Wallace, B. C., 3rd and Jarrett St 
Watts, S. P. (N Ri Broad, sat an1 6th Wagoner. ladle. 
Walbert's J. T., estate. 637 Trimble at. Warren, C. D., for children, Bway. 22nd and 23rd Wells, H. Salem Ave 
Wetherington, Ed, Fountain Park ....  Werner, Wallste (N R) B'way. 24th and 26thWest. Fred. 19th and Horrieen
Webb Wm V., Hamilton 
Whittemore. Edgar W., 114 N. 6th St. White, M. and wife. 129 Clements St White. Sam. 13th and Jones St. 
Whitesides. C. H., Jones, 10th luta 11th  tVhitehead, W Madison. 17th and 18th WhIttamore, 3. D., 13th ant Jacksen St Williams. Lydia. 4th and Monroe St Wilson. Martha 0.. Clemeats St. 
Wilkins, T..1., 412 Ashbrook 
fl. D., 6th. Boyd and Burnett... .Williams, W. M. 8th and Bockmon .74
Williams, A., Harrison, 6th '


















































 AIME/ ge 
Infts riiittemrvDMIlk
Withers. J. P. Jarrett and Meyer! St- 2
Wick, J. W. 4th, fitevetseil wed Matt  0
Williams, J. H.. detester Add   a
l
Wilkenion, G. C., liceolideltOmn 
Worten. J M.. Wor%We Add  ti 
Wooten, 8 F. 10th. Marne and Clay  .  15
Woo!folk, 13d, Seel, Nort. and Melee '   36
Wood, J. J., Ky. Ave.  17
Wort' Josephine, 12th and Mad.  69
Welkineon, W. ele Albehhelook As  3
Walker, Mrs. statue. WWI AAA .   .. I
w
Young, A. M.,Fount. Park 3
Young, J. M., Foust. Perk 3
Yates, C. Fe. Hays Ave.  5
York, J. W., 21st, and Adams St  2
Yopp, Agnes, Jackson. 11th and 12th  6
Yopp, Andy, lath. Teenessee and George
COIA)REp.
Alexander, Dora, 9th, legalese.% andOhle
Anderson. He 10th. Tenn. and Jones... . .
Anderson, Major. /tan. Teen and Jones 
Armstrong, James, 702 Ohio thl 
Armstrong, Geo., 16th, Wash. and Clark 
he iiilueut, will he offered for sale at the City Hall door on Monday, No-
41411 fv ber 5, I*04, at 10 o'clock a. fts.. by the treasurer ashes paid to hint
before that date.
ALEX El&KLAND. AUIlitOr























Baynham Sam,13411) So. 5th St ...... ... .  1 5 5$
Baynham. Chas.. "Cleveland '4 it
Baker, Chas., Sowell Add 2 86
Baldwin, us (N Iel Marne, St 1 Ill
c, ar
Bacon, Alice. Hays Ave 
Bnett, Blanche, 712 N. 14h St 4 79
Beach, Hatriett, 9th, Hub. and Boyd  3 63
Bowers, Edgar, 9th, Coidwell and Norton  2 86
Boyd, Alice. 410 So. 8th St.  4 08
Bowers, M. E., N. 12th St. 
Buford, W. A., Terrell St. 
Brady, Wm., 9th, Husb. and Bock.
Brown, Lona, 10th and Husbands 
Brown, W. B., 725 So. 7th St. 
Briggs, Thos., 518 50. 8th St. ..
Smelt. G. W., 10th mid Jonee  
3 28










Clop:on. Mahal.. 7241 Clark St 
4 35
Carman Heirs. Wash. 10th and 11th 
4 61
Clark, J. W., 726 N. 10th St. .... - 6 94
Clerk. Eliza, Ashbrook Ave 73
Clark, . Cleveland Ave. Or 3 09
Copeland. Sam, 10th. Husbands andGeoree  3 31
Colie, Mary. 1436 So. 10th St. ......... 68
Coleman, Coes., 1191 Harrison St. 11 57
Conley, Andy, So. 10th St. 5 13
Chambers, , Hush. and Boek.  2 41





Daniels, Hal, 718 Harrison St
Daniels, Luelads. 1120 Harrisoa St.
Davis. Wm., 1318 /dadtson St. 
Daniels. Beverly. 71',) Broad St. 
Daniels LOSS'. 1313 N. 13th St 
Di!inhume Henry. slanders Add...
Diggs. Bob, Clements St. 
Donaldson. Aahereen. N. 7th St. 
Dooley, Wm., 1005 N. 7th St.
Drury, Geo.. N. 7th St. 
Dunlap, Henry, 816 N. 7th St. ..
Edwards. Henry. 5th. Hush. and George 
Ellie. Anderson R. R., near depot 
Fear& Ella, 1951 Broad St..
Fuquay, Rosa, 816 N. 10th St.
Gibson, Daniel, 111 3 So. 10th St... ...$
Given, Clarissa. 7t8 and Buraett St 
Given. Doswell. 7111, Hush. mid Bock .
Gordon, Sam, 1401 So. 10th St. .....
Gordon. Ida, N. 12th St. 
Gregory & Hester, Caldwell St. 
Griffen. H. and D. Ross. 8th and Norton 
Green, Cato. near A. Conner
Gray, Fannie. Nth and Burnett St. ...........Gray. Green. 8th, Adams and Josh.. 
Grubbs. Geo. W., 913 N. 8th St. .. . ............
Hathaway, Geo.. Terre:: St .......... $
Harrison. --. Hush_ 10th and 11th 
Harslieote Chas. D.. 9th. Bar. and Flour.
Hall, Anderron, 408 So. 12th 
Harvey, G. W.. 1425 Clay El 
Harris. Albert, 10419 N. 7th St. ...
Heudereon. George. Campbell St .
Higglna Ed. 167 Woodward  
Hibbs. T. B.. 708 So. 6th St.. . .
Honig estate. Burnett St
Hobbs, Sam. Faxon Add. 
Howell, Henry. estate. 8th and Terrell 
Howe:1, C. J. and A. F.. Jackson. 8th and 9th 
Howell, Dave, Clay, 14th and 16th 
Jacob., Jeff. Woodward Ave 
Jenkins, Florence. 1714 Broad alley
Jenkins, Lawrence, So. 12th St. 
Jenkins, Monroe, Broad alley 
Jordon. James. Illth and Husbands St.
Jorden, Will, 11th and Husbands St. 
)(feel. Heury. 920 N 8th St ....... ........ $
Knight, Wm., 11th. Boyd and Terrell . .............
Lawrence, T. A.. Rowland-town........................$ Lhadrey, Francis. 1718 Broad alley.Lott. Mettle R., 6th, Ohio and Tette 
Lott. W. H., 4th and Ifsalsesit St 
Loving, Dennis, 1300 So. 1%,li St..
Loring, Geo.. Broad, 7th ail 8th 
Leafing, Chas., 1337 So. 10th St 
Masonic Stock Co., by 8. Kivel, 7th aud Masts .. .. $
Marahle, Lizzie 1... 8th. Adams and Jackson St. 
Mathis, John, 718 Jackson St. 
Mathis, mo.. Browsnan Add  
Marsh. lo,, 10th and Boyd 
Mechanicsburg Temple, 1-2 acre, near Herzog& 
Mereweather, C. W., Jones. mid iltb  
_Mjaor. mo.. 842 So. 8th St. 
Mosteey, mo.. Heirs, 10th and Seyd 
Morgan, G. A., Ells., 6th and 7th 
Moore, Acres. 1207 14% Bt. 
Moore, Bartlett (N R) Trimble, ltband Ath 
Metture. Md. Heirs, Wash, 10th aid 11th   .0
McKnight, Jones, Dock.. 9th and 10th ...
McKnight, Will. Bur. and near. 
...........
, Wood Makes Plea.
wanhingtou. Oct. 16. --An argu-
ment againet the reduction in the
9 86 autober of troops In the Philippines
is; made by Maj.-Gen. Leonard Wood,
2 73 commauditig•that divisiote to his an-
6 44 aual report. The totai garrison ou
June last nutubered 20.4143 men.3 77
"We are far from home," says Gen.1 36
6 91 1Vood. "and in case of foreign dis-
4 23 turbauce, even with all (Air-troupe
1 14 concentrated at Manilla. the force2 18 available would be barely sufficient to91
1 *5 defend it from serious attack. More-
2 13 over. the strong garrison should he
6 94 maintained here until conditions per. ii17 tattling to the civil government are
wee eetabliehed gad the animositieu
and disappointments Incident to the
buildlag up of a local government
wider new and perhaps strained eon-









Whets Cirariee Dudley Warner was
a newspaper rditor In the early '60s
he sas accustomed to write his edi-
torials ROOD the war with fervid
haste. regardless; of all consideration
of handwriting.
One day a tyteesetter left tha cone
poeing roots and •pie ered at 'the
editor's desh•
"Mr. Warner." he ....aid, "I've de!
clded to millet In thearw
5 It With mingled emotions of pride
2 ge and responsibility Mr Weimer replied
that It pleased him that the man felt
the call to duty.
. "Oh. it isn't that." said the truth-
ful compositor "but I'd rather be





















BRAZEN BELL NO WORD
1181JUI1) BE HETTEK NAME TMAN!PERHY'ri ESPED6TION IS HOUND
BROKEN BELL. UP BY ICE.
Insoreires and Diesereauts ram Hope of Illeatehms 'MIMI Hint This Win,
in Nen Yolk and Hare Gond I ter is .themilouirsi By Hi.
Sew York. Oct. 16.--41ut of the di-
vorce &spier given Lem might by MM.
Sophia Florence Dietmenger to cele-
twee the awardtag of the decree
%bite marks her permanent septum-
Mon from Albert Diewenger, a Wall
street broker, halt grown tile Broken
Wedding Bell association. Mrs. Die-
eenger's guests were so delighted with
the dinner and the entertainment that
they are determined to have a perma-
nent organization,
Mrs. Die,enger's dinner was unique
and it was not ended until early
morning. Nearly all the guests had
oedemata experiences similar to
those of the hostess, and many were
the lad stories of experiences with
"brutes." monsters," "Beads in hu-
man shape," deceiving wretches" and
"heartleas brutes."
James P. McQuade, father of the
hostess, who himself went through
the courts successfully was a happy
guest, but feared he would become
Ineligible to membership, as he con-
templated another experiment in
matrimony.
&mistletoes at the dinner said
afterward that South Dakota and
Rhode Island were about evenly rep-
resented, while Pittsburg appeared








































12760 Only a Trihe Gone!6 3
The etiltcir of a paper In western
6 06 !ethane declares it to be a fa-ct that
3 63 
a "cub" reporter on an avaneville8 76
as sheet, In describing the murder of a




"Murderer evidently in quest of3 31
i 13 money. Luckily Jones had deposited
1 81 all les funds in the bank day before.
•36 ne that he :opt nothing bet his life.'3 14
3 31 -"Success Magazine."
Neal. Sam or Nellie, lftra gad C:eeeland * 6 13
Nelson, James, 143 Clay St 08
Moto's, leaac, 1127 Jones St. 3 18
Overton at Reed. George. 6th and 7th
Overton, Scott, 8th and Ohio 
Owen, Sr., Frank, 923 Wash. St
Owen. Jr.. Frank. 9th and Husband.'
Owen. Nelson. 921 Wash St , .......
Owen, Emma, 912 icy. Ave 
. • . $ 3
16
Paicale Belled: et A_Conner 
-Folk. James K., 1133 N. 11th St
.....
Perry, Norton, 12th, Flournoy and Terrell
Perkins, Marelball, N. 11th it.
Price, Marlon, 1119 Husbands

















Thomas, Sarah C.. N. 13th St  1 6 :s4',
Thomas, Harris. 11th and Wesh St  
4
Thompson Heirs. 10th. Harris and Bted 1 81
Tucker. Chas., 1041 So. 5th St 5 13
Turner, Jaa., 415 Jackson St 6 17
Watkins, Metzger Add.  2 il
Washington. Jno., 1318 So. 9th St.  3 • 7
Wallace, Minerva, Mill St  2 05
Watson. Albert. 1311 Monroe St  4 13
Watts, A.. 11211 N. 4th St. 6 94
Webb, Alfred, 1235 go. Ilth St  4 38
Webb, J. W., So. 10th St  4 04
White, Vick. Broad alley .. .... 1 31
White. Stoke, Broad alley  2 IR
Wimberly, Eivire, 168 Woodward .   .1 81
Wilson, Jordea. So. 9th MC  6 Of
Wtiltama, Thos., 1220 Se. lOtla *I if MI
Winiates, Dinh, 821 Terrell St  4 69
Willitme. bury, Cleveland Ave , 
Woptleityi,, Stale. sgs. %Ms lat I Ile
'14h-e-iiiore property Ilete'having Wu yetursed to 1.10 Auditor is de-
Mrs. W. had been very earnest in
teaching her Sunday school class all
about the "Story ef the Prodigal
Sea" One point she wade espechti-
ly clear to her interesting Wee group
of listeners, and that was the mean
disposition which the elder brother
showed when he "would not go in."
"Now children," she eald, "in the
all this rejoining  _that
prodigal son had returned to life
home again there was one that was
quite unhappy. While the others
were delighted and glad, he was sad,
sad who was he!"
There was a beef pause. Then n
little hand went up.
"Well, Freddie Smart, who was
it?",
"The 'fatted calf,'" promptly ex-
claimed Fa eddie.- "fee ha nne.
Fasleonable Mother- Now. I
don't want to make any mistake
You say tete jar lathe cream for Fl-
do'? eflikneen-Yes, ma'am. Fallon.
able **there-- Andethle is the milk
for behy?--Romerville Journa'
"Just before poor old Dooley died
be made his wife promise. tbal she
aisaid, not meaty easta."
"Poor old eh4'pe4.-he alwaye wet
kind- to fila tellew•mutt."..-Tit-Ltita
New York, Oct. IG.--The middle
of October having beet) readied, tho
time set for receiving news from the
Prosy expedition, hope practically
was abandoned -tonight of hearing
this year from the band of explorers
which salted from this port fiftecu
months ago. if Peary has decided to
attend a second winter in the arctic
circle. It was expected that news
would come from the expedition
through the whalers when they sail
into Dundee. Scotland, at the cud of
their cruises
The whalers have failed to tome
into port and this is taken that un-
usual weather conditions prevail in
the arctic, and that the entire fleet
has been caught in the lee. This
proving true. it is probable that the
Peary steamer Roosevelt may not
have been able to get out of the ice at
al; this sumtner, and that Peary, after
making his successful dash and re-
turning to his ship. was •.ompelled to
go Into winter quarters.
PARIS MOB
U N I te:ItT F:e TO Hi' N It.aCE
TRICK TO sUIT ITeELE.
Ptice Handicap Sunsiav Afternoon Dle.
pleased Patrons, Who Took All
the Nlonc).
Perla. Oct. 1C-There were siolet.it
demonetrations at the Long
Champs race court. Sunday after-
noon in consequence of an unsatis-
factory start in the free handicap.
The trouble culminated in riots. pil-
lage and ineradiarism. Many persons
were arrested.
The progrum et:mewledd ale races
and the Oro reteiraseed eft'-selthont•
taeldert. There were nine starters in
the tato handicap the next event. sad
four. Including the favorite sere left
at the post. Amid a terrific uproar e
co:meet.. outsider won. The public
Min Meetly became enraged. broke
down the barriers and invaded the
track. Crowd* demanded the return
of their bets. They surrounded the
bookmakers' booths, chased out the
cashiers, and seised the motbey
A Long Ride Cheap.
The American tramp must ,look
out for his laurels In the matter of
etea:Ing rides. A Roumanian recent-
ly succeeded in lodging himself on
the pipes underneath a dining ear
of the Orient Express at Colitaaza.on
the Black Sea. these pipes afforeeng
a sort of a shelf twenty ?Itches wide.
He left his bed in Paris 53 hours la-
ter. It Is remarked that at the end of
the journey he was very dusty, min-
gle' and thirsty. and possessed a cap-
ital amounting to 5 cents --Indian
amels News.
&Ole °skald.
"I ear weed i se-a w -a n account
of a woman being hooked to death by
a beastly cow, doneher know re-
marked young Dudeleigh "Weally.
eawn't Imagine a snore how-wible
affair-can you. MIA. Cauritique?"
"No, Mr. Dndeleighe replied Miss
Caustique. "nukes it is tieing bored
to death by • calf."
And when she illustrated her re-
mark.with a large, open-faced yeeen.
young DudeleIgh proceeded to get a
hurry on hiense:f.-LOntion Tit-Rite.
tfir-lise Pee
DR. HOYER
:91 Fritters ty Bellillee.
Bflts Puss 111-11. INSIffitt Pau 44
11110 L. 'NEIL & CO
CAMPBELL BLOCK




By BENNY SETON MERRIMAN
Author of ' The Sowers Sedans teener." free
  One GeneratIou to Another" rte.
.AMA
Coporlaht. 1801. by HAIIPI St 5144)111E14S
allninammin
-It is iery kiwi of you to put it in
that way," gaill Jocelyn. "But I
shouts] not like sts to sacrifice your-
self to what may be a foolish prejudice
Oa Itty part."
-It is not a foolish prejudice.
Durum) is we a gentleman. either by
birth OT luellnatiou. lie Is not le to
ammeter, with you
'10 this Jecelyu answered nothing.
Victor Durnovii was one of Or
brother's chisitat friettas: a retestsi of
hlts,Own elsoosiue.
"Miss Gordon," said Meredith slue
deuly, with a gravity that was rare.
-will yriu do alle a fatter:-
"I think I abould like to."
"Tots admit that you are afraid of
litirnovo now; if at any time You have
reasoo to he more afraid, will you
mike Wie eie? Will you write or
:70014. 10 1114. illot ask uty belpe•
"Thank you. she said Itesitatiugly.
"You see." he weut on in it lighter
tone." I am nut afraid .4 I1urnuro. 1
bare met Durum...) twfore. You may
have °town ed that my locks no homer
resemble the raven's is tug. There Is a
little gray. Just here, Alone the temple.
am gettliig WI In life, and I know
how to deal e ills Durnevie •
"I Wahl hare been a criminal or an
nraptri embezzler." -
-Do you kuow.- efie sec.!. after a
little othrittr. -tfult I was actually
thiukine of warning :tan against Me.
litirnovo? Now 1 stand aghast at my
Liwit prestmaptiou."
"It was kind of you to give the mat•
ter...eny thought whatever."
He rose and threw away the end of
his cigar. Joeeph wax Already lieforii
the door, leading the M•riiii whii
Maurits. Gordon had placed at bus
visitor's disposal. •
ellAPTER N.
HE short emelt:trial twilight was
drawing to an rod. nod ell na-
ture stood in silence., while
night crept up to claim the land
where her reign is more ettiorretli. than
elsewhere on earth. There was is Neck
night- above the trope, anti a blacker
beneath.
A sportsman eas nbreed He was
creeping up the right hand bank of a
siren at. his only eletnee lying in the
noise of the waters which might sten,.
si-nsien the -800011 of briikett tOlg
ritstlitg leaf.
TMs sportsman is is Jack Merelith,
and it was evident that he Assn bring
log to hear tipou the matter in nand
that lutelligetwe Anil keenness of per-
eeption which hid made blues ',deem
of some' prmilitetwe in other scenes
--where nature has a lees its•ureil place.
Stove sunset he had been
!scrambling. stumbling up the bank of
this Stream in relentlees pursuit of souse
large animal which persistently kept
hidden lu the tangle acmes the hod of
the river. The strange pert of It Wall
that when he eteppes1 to peep through
the hrenebee HIP menial moppet. 100.
and he tomtit uo way of diecovering its
whereahoille.
Oes.• Meredith was able to decide titi
proeinuitely the whoreaboute of his
vy by the momemary stinting of a
twig. He raised his rifle and covered
that twig steadily: his flrefInger play-
ed tentatively nu the trigger, but on
second .thonght he refrained. He wee
keenly imiselotia of the fact that the
',east was doing its Work with skill
suportorito hie ewe In commence' to
his. Its movements were almost noise-
less.
It tram terrifically hot and all the
*bile night was stalking westward on
the !summits of the trees with stealthy
trend.
At last be came to an open space
mede by a slip of the land into the bed
of the river Aloe Jitek Meredith
(ante to this Ise stepped out of the
thicket and stood in the open awaiting
(be approech of hie stealthy prey. The
Potted of Its footfall was Just Percep
tible. Llewle denintehing the distance







FOR atm am sot & 
RR Pee WOld.
i. b DM 1.17Wil tam. r had 4ttickeat Ones for alloeitOsay siAoi.
*PPP parted and a tell, fair man Veyt
pest forward oft to the opposite beak
bearty laughter. In a motueriroe fwa
le had leaped [rein rock to rock and
tome to Meredith.
"It seem.," he said, "that we Wive
been wasting it considerable amount of
Owe,"
"I very nearly wasted powder •od
shot." replied Jack, eientficantly
ating his rifle.
"I saw you twice and raised ne-
edle Your breeches are just the iiolor
d' a young doe. Are you Meredith?
Ily name is Oastard
-Als! Yes, I am Meredith. 1 all
glad to see you."
They altook bands There was a
winkle In Jack Meredittee eye,, but
lsearil was quite gra‘e. His seiow of
manor was not very keen. mud he Was
before all things a sportsman
"I left the canoes a nide below
Usala and landed to .111001 A deer we
saw driakiug. but I never saw bhp
ifterward. Then I heard you, suit I
tars been stalking Noe ever Mote."
-But I never expeittel you an n0011.
V011 Wel* not due till ',sok:" Jack
whispered meltienly,
teward turned on bin heel, Alla He.
wit Instant their two riftell rang am
-home, the forest *Mines"' In inte
d'art) (Tack A.TOSA the streena, ten
rank bebiu.1 tbe spot where °sear'
mei emerged trete eve lame'. a leopard
%prang Imo the air tke feet from the
ground, with head throvrit baiik and
e•ws (dewing at the thinness of rpm*
win grand free sweeps. The beast
fell with a thud Anil lay still. deed.
Toe two Wen tilatotwred mentos the
Aid* by aide. 11.4111, they
'stood OVIT Die prostrate form of Me
teotsarsi. inerienparably grace-
ful mei sled, eviet io,death. eny
earl stole a sidelong glans* at his
votteutinoti. He %Mg a modest mad.
and yet lie koew that he was reeknued
anima tin' lee game hunters of the
age. .This man had Ariel as quickly as
henself. aud there were two small
trickling holes to the animal's bead.
While tie was heiug itilletly seruti-
alze 1 Jack Nlereillth stirewsl iloan and,
InkIng tie. leopard beneath the obese
der.. lifted it bodily back from the
poet of Heal.
el'ity to open the skin.- he eeplained
as be put a fresh cartridge Into his
ens
I 14.'arii niebloil in an 5pprovi151 way
kneu the eeliiht of a full grown
leiterd, all lellarle 5 tail henc. and he
' wris ii9P of those old fashlone•1per.on,
mentioned in the geriPtUreS HS tailing
a delight In a man's legs -or his semis,
se long as they wore strong
supper." he said quietly, -we had
better akin hitu here."
"Yes."
Ther laid the akin 010 011 1111w tram-
pipit maidenhair awl imiteintibited It
Thu iiff•4r. .; tp rerugh the 1 (weft
nrilr
with allele statlefsetinn. In the retiree
of their inspeetion they both arrived at
the head a! the sante itioruent. The
I n..) holes in the hide. Just above the
eyes. mime mister their notiee nt the
Mine raontent. anti the
smiled grheely at each other, thinking
the mime thought -the sort of thought
Met Etertiehmen ranee put into Intern-
et*. English.
''Unt glad we slid that." said Guy
Oseerd at length: atidslettly. "Wheterer
ccenee of this etiseditlou of mini If we
fisde. as we probably Shall, before It Is
ialabed-lf we hate each -other ever
afterward, that skin might to remind
us that we are much of a Muchneee."
By 0 o'clock they readied the camp
it Melia. 'Victor Durnoro was still at
Work euporintendine the dierharge of
the baggage and fit(WPR from the large
trading esnoses They heard the about -
Inn nod chattering before mining in
eight of the camp, and on* voice raised
angrily shove the others.
"Is that Dtirtmvos eoice?" asked
Meredith.
"Yea" anewered his coMpeniou rare
13-.
(Telt. Continued.)
Jack Meredith babied gliravel, and
the oilier eperternau. seeing the its- always better Is Ow thorn 4111 the
htply 910. situation, burst el_katne- brew than the one in the howe•














We need our room for
Wall Paper and Picture
Frames.
Sanderson & Co.





Dvaseville and Paducah Packets.
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Eeatts-
rille and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Table sansurpaseed.
STEAMER Dalt FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
headings at 8 a m sharp, daily ex-
empt Sunday. Special ercublon rates
now to effect from Paducah to Cure
and return, with or without meals
tied room. Good music and ta.bi• an-
sarpassed.
For further information apply to
II. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Gives Fetwler. City Pass. Agent,"-lit
Fowler-Crumbaugle A Co's oleos.
Both phones No. 33.
W. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
Eft ZB PACKET COMPANY.
Po* IIINICSMISIF RIVERA
STEAD CLYDE
1•••••• Paducah tor Teaaikapee Rive,
li.vary Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. vrawarr Magee-
11V011113 ROBINAOR OM;
This company is not reaponsible
for invoice•thargee *siege eellected
by the clerk of the boat.
NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Bo:Icy. Prop.
MFrROPOLIS. ILL.
Nrsrent and best hotel in the city
Rates $2.00, Two large sample
:ctoms. Bath rooms Rlectric
.ignts. The only centrally located





POEM, )17-316 imam see 4134,1111
27 Colleges in 15 si.••••• POSITIONS se
cuteri or money altal:NDSD 'i.0 tract,
eigL, Cataiorne will marinep you thatobole•le THR MST OM n- orad rn•
NOTICE.
Llat of new sumertliern added by the
Raw, Tennessee Telephone On.
piny Today:
2:0s5 Kagan, .1 1158 Broad-
way.
2 





N  , 300 Harrison.
May, 501 Powell,
W. H, 720 S.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to Its worth and value.
We have In the city over 3,000
subscribers or live times as many as
the Independent company; outside
the city and within the county we
have 63 times as many subscribers as
the Independent company. Yet we
el11 Were a telephone in your resi-
dence at :be tome rate the Independ-
eft company, Is supposed' to charge,
and provide in iddltion, loug dist-
ance facilities which will enable you
to reach fifty million people from
Your home .
Call 301) for further iutormailen
EAST . TICNNESS1111. TELJIPITONIE
11611Pairir
Y041, Menlo, hell weather some-










Just received a nice line in oaks,.1
early English and weathered. Scc this




lsrity every ilay. ()or icss.:rtineut. is exten-
sive, prives reasonable,
COLUMBIA and EDISON-11ave
your cur. c: Lome.- We curry all the
latest rcei,rils. Come :Mil Year them.
1
th.
1906 ONE M s NTH FVEE 1906
UN. MON. TUES. WED. TH UR IPCMIU.
/z5





A Buck's Range or Stove on Thirty Days' Free Trial
ARE you one of the many- fortunate ones who have availed themselves of this exceptional opportunity? bitnot let us vnd you a stove today. You may use it for THIRTY DAYS, and if you find all we claim for
it to be true, you will be glad to keep it on your own terms; if not, we will move it and nothing asked. If you
have not already seen Buck's Great Hot Blast Stove, which saves one-third of the coal bill, you have missed
seeing the stove %yonder of the age. One is now in operation at our store. Come in and let us show you its
marvelous merits. This thirty-day free trial is made under special arrangements with The Buck's Stove aid
RAtige Company, and stands good but for a short time.
teller Take AdVantage of it Today.
Just a Few of Our Fall and Winter Suggestions
Carpets. Matting., Linoleum—hi
endless variety. styles and price. A nice




thing useful as well as orna-
mental.
MORA!. CHAIRS.
-Something' that will hello you




Some excellent 14111444. A
nice Oak, one with glass
tdp, for $9.00. Our assort-
ment Is large.
DKSI( AND TABLE.
Something new and handy.


















Range, Cook or Heater
BED, BOX AND PARLOR COUCHES
This is a great season for couches. We have them
in very large variety. The best line ever shown in
this city.
DAlh FREE Till VI.. CHINA AND QUEENSWARE
11)'Irb for the asking. Don't delay:
but conic and make your *elections
;it once. The grealeA :_fnel-savers
ever known. —
Havilancr& Co., Limogc, Parisian, Austrian, Ger-
man, Italian, English and Japanese. All carricd in
Urge assortment. Sec our line of novelties.
MARSHALL VENTILATED MATTRESSES
The most sanitary and comfortable mattress ever
invented, also the highest guaranteed. We also carry
the famous LENOX felt, excelled by none, equaled
by few.
Sideboards, buf f e ts,
China Cabineta
When you wee this line and gef




TVEADAY, OUPOSER le. THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
TO COMPROMISE
TELEPHONE CASE
Resolution is Adopted By
Council Board.
Water Contrail Ordelauce ramie*
and Street Isuproiements Are
Ordered.
BRICK INSPECTOR AUTHORIZED.
Last night the board of cuuucilmen
took temps to save the city thousands
of dollar, in the end if the example
Is followed by the upper board, and
if the city solicitor and his assistant,
Hal S. Corbett, are as successful as
the former think they will be. This
is In regard to the settlement of the
three.ened litigation between the
:ell and the East Tennessee Tele-
phone company. The solicitor we"
by resolution empowered to make
any kind of compromise that would
be fair to the city. The telephone
company has given its attorneee the
same authority.
Councilmen Heizog and Duval were
a Went.
The minutes of the last regular
and called meetings were adopted.
A deed from Mrs. T. H. Puryear
for 100 feet of property at Tenth
street and Broadway, necessary to
widen Tenth street from Broadwaay
to Kentucky avenue, was ratified.
The board authorized the expendit-
ure of $101) for the old street roller
sold to -the American Road Roller
comment as part payment for the
new rotifer, The machine was order-
ed repaired. The road roller coin -
Pan)* failed recently and the trustee
did not want to ship the old roller
to the factory.
A resolution adopted by the Padu-
cah Traction company directors to
begin wOrk Within six mooths and
Mash in one year on the Nineteenth
street car line In event the company
purchases the franchise, was filed.
A petition from the board of pub-
lic works for five electric lights in
event any city light burns out, and
for four doses extra globes, was flksd
The contract with the General Elec-
trical company calls for but 200
lamps and no extra globes.
The board of public works asked
that an ordinance be pasted prohibit-
ing hooka standing ein improved
streets Icitaber than a snecilled time.
The council favorably acted in Neu
cases.
The Caldwell Street Fill.
The Paducah Box and Basket com-
pany asked that a fill built last year
to the plant at, the end of Caldwell
street across ehe railroad be graveled.
The board of public works was order.
ed by the aldertuanic board to gravel
the till.
Councilinan leetterjohn said he fav-
ored the city securing a dedication
of property and making it a street.
He stated that he did not want to
grave: the narrow fill. but to do the
thing right.
The board refused to gravel the
Mayor teeter stated that the city
contracted with the owners of prop-
erty on Jefferson street at Twenty-
seventh etreet, to dedicate properte
neceesary to improve the ,iareet. and
Pay $50, but to be released from any
other liability. The money was not
paid and attortmys for contractors
threaten to sue the cite for it. The
'Wetter was referred.
The Telephone Tangle.
Solicitor James Campbell presented
a resolution placing in the bands of
Hal S. Corbett and himself the mat-
ter of settlIng the litigation. In which
the cite- and -the East-Tennessee . Tel-
ephone company are engaged. This
Is to compel the company to take a




In most eases are direct results of
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAM-
MATION OF THE BLADDER.
The strain lei the Kidneys and in
lamed membranes lining the seek




Two does. give relief, and one box
will cure any ordinary case of Kid-
ney or Bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, sures Diabetes, Seminal
limirsioas, Weak and Lams Back.
Ibeinnedrissa and all irregularities
Si the Kidneys mad Bladder In both
sase sad women. Sold at SO cents
a box cm the No Ours No Pay bade
by HePherson's drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, sots agents for Pa-
ducah, or mat by mail upon receipt
of price to lark Medico, Oa, Len-
Brine, K.
Attorney C. K. Wheeler, of the tele-
prone company, informed hien he had
authority to settle the matter for the
company the best way he could. The
solicitor stated that he wanted the
same authority so 88 to meet Mr.
Wheeler half way in any compromise
suggested. The solicitor briefly stat-
ed that It would cost thousands, even
If the city should win in the end. He
promised to wake an honorable com-
promise or progress with the law
suit.
President McBroom stated that
while he had the utmost confidence
In the attorneys he did not think it
advisable to place the power in the
halide of the two attorneys with the
council held responsible.
Councilman Hill said he thought,
like the president and moved that the
compromise be subject to the ratifi-
cation of the council.
The amendment to have the com-
promise subject to the ratification of
the eouncil was lost.
The motion to adopt the reeoluthe,
carried. ,The rule was suspended
and the resolution was given second
passage.
The finance committee's report for
bills, salaries, etc., for the first half
month, $4,561.45, was received anu
filed.
The widener report for the year of
1906 to date, showing all money re-
ceived and paid out, heretofore pub-
waiereceived ard filed.
Ordinances Acted On.
Ordinance for eldewalks on South
Fourth street from Norton street ta
Hula:mods street. First reading.
Ordinance, amending an ordinance
concerning the water supply, makig
a new contract with the Paducah Wa-
ter company. Second reading.
Ordinance prohibiting the opera-
tion of "bucket shops" in Paducah
after this year. Second reading.
Ordinance for improving Farley
street by pavemeots in Mechanics-
burg. Second reading.
A report from the light and water
committee was received and filed.
Councilman Van Meter stated that
he understood Caldwell street ex-
tended across the railroad to the Pa-
ducab box and basket factory, had
been dedicated and he would like to
see the fill graveled. There was a
general discussion, and the eecond at-
tempt to secure an ordinance for the
improvement resulted in as order for
the ordinance.
George Goodman & company. 10S
North Second strcet, was granted a
wholesale beer liceume.
City Engineer Washington wa.
asked to make an estimate per square
foot the cost of installing sewers in
district No, 2. He said this is an im-
possibility because the charter does
not provide that sewers be paid for
by the square foot. It was stated
that persons had been reporting it
would cost from $5 to $6 per foot.
The engineer said he would look it
ton but would say he knew the cow
would not come near this figure.
Several deeds and transfers of lot,
in Oak Grove cemetery were ratified.
Councilman Crandle stated that gut-
ters on Goebel avenue are in bad
shape. He asked, in behalf of the
residents and property owners, to
have It remedied. The board Of pub-
lic works was ordered to repair the
gutters.
Councilman Bernett stated that on
account of the loss of an ordinance,
one block of Jarrett street, in Me-
chanicsburg, would not be built. The
residents wanted the Improvement.
Tee solicitor was asked what could
be done. He replied that the prop-
erty owners could go ahead and im-
prove and trust the city to pass an-
other ordinance. if the property own-
ers (Ted not want any delay.
A petition for crossings on Jeffer-
son street between Eighteenth and
Twenty-fifth streets was filed.
The matter of payment of storm
water sewers .on Jefferson street,
Broadway and Kentucky avenue,
was referred to the engineer and
sewer committee.
The motion for the board of pub-
lic works to build a brick culvert un-
der Husbands street between.
and Fourth streets, where a fill is
being made was adopted.
The motion to spread crushed
atone on First street between Broad-
way and Jefferson street and if this
be not sufficient, for the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad to finish the work with
&Terre was lost.
The committee was ordered to
bring in an ordinance rearranging the
Office hours of the mayor. He is to be
permitted to go and come at will.
Mayor Yelser was instructed to ad-
vertise for bids for feed for city
Mock.
The city engineer was Instructed
to employ a bricklayer to supervise
the briteresyrork in sewer district No.
$. I& a'firice not to exceed $5.60 Per
day.
• Petitions for wooden sidewalks
on llaumer's fill loading to the Wash-
ington etc hoot, and on Clements
street leading to the McKinley
school, were turned down.
Ou mot4on the board adjourned.
Sister Dolly—I wonder why there
are no marriages in heaven. Brother
Jim— Because it Is heaven, my
dear.—Illustrated Pete.




Says Republicans Will Win in
His State.
Some Apathy Manifest BeeMIUW Poo-
pie Axe Busy, but Nothing Is
Disturbing.
WHoLLV VIEW.
Washington, D. C., Oct. 16.--
•iThe Republicans of the Middle West
are stepping high, I can tell you."
That was "Uncle Joe" Cannon's re-
sponse to a question, inspired by a
statement made by Senator Bever-
idge, of Indiana, this morning, that
party spirit had disappeared this fall
-If they are not stepping high," con-
tinued the speaker, "I don't know
what you'd call N't."
"Big meetings, much enthusiasm
etc?" the speaker Was asked.
"Well, not such deep interest as •
I've seen in some campaigns." he re-
plied. "Iti fact, sonic apathy has been
apparent. The people are too bum
with their daily occupations to pa.
a great deal of attention to politics,
except over in New York, where from
all I hear they are having a real cam-
paign. But the general situation.
from what I've observed during no
tour, looks mighty good for the Re-
publicans."
"How about the Invasion of your
own district by Samuel +Jumpers, of
the American Federation of Labor?"
"Uncle Joe" smiled as il-C7 replied:
"Why, the Republicans in uo district
are as good Republican* as I sin
There are a great many work:limner+
among them, bin they are all used
to walking under their own hats. In
other words, they can de their own
thinking and voting."
Money Situation Not Serious.
When the speaker's attention was
called to interviews given out by Sen-
ator Spooner and other public men
recently, declaring that congress must
take up the subject of currency re-
form at its next *elision, he said,
with just a touch of irony in his tone:
"Why, I didn't discover any special
sentiment of that character during.
my trip. The bankers' associations
discuss the subject at their conven-
tions. hut they are usually divided as
to the means of Increasing the supply
of nalsa4Y .1 geese the situation 'Is
not serious."
RUINED
III 6111.ON DEALERS AND ItAIL-
ttO.%lJ$i OF ST.1TE.
Witness %%reps as He Writes Wrongs
l/one Him By Combination in
Illinois.
Chicago, Oct. lb.—Testimon) was
heard today before three members of
the interstate commerce commission
relative to the possible existence of
a grain trust.
The first witness was A. T. Aygarn,
of Pontiac, III., who iced of his strug-
gle against the Illinois Grain Dealers'
association. Aygarn broke into tears
while on the stand, and it was neces-
sary to excuse him from giving fur-
ther evidence. He declared as be
left the stand, tears streaming
down his face, and his voice broken
by his grief, that he had been fined
because he had dared to deal with
the farmer and with the track shovel-
ers. He declared that the ellscrIne-
natioe against him had been doubled
use the railroads had refused to
give him ears in which to transport
his grain.
Because the firm declined to obey
the expressed wishes of the Illinois
association all the members of that
organisation, it Was said had re-
fused .to do any bueiness with It.
Witness Aygarn, when he hal re-
covered his composure, resumed the
stand. He said that. he had sold-410.-
MM) invested in his business, but that
has disappeared, and he is many
thousands of dollars behind. He ha,
a crippled child and a wife te sup-
port, he declared, and all his trou-
bles followed his attempt to aid a
friend who was a farmer, by purchas-
MEN AND WON1111.
Um ale alt ter unnatural
I. win diechergee.tallawiaararaa;
irritatiorae or aloaratialail
o rows., of w • Iloilo menbrautta
Trywse hotarkre painless. and •et antria.
IEVAISC*101611. gont Of 11001Aosolls
$old by Delaillitelar
t a A. Sf it 5 plain wrapper
57' •ZIPTege, lowP61.4 IN
SIAS nor I bige 42. .
Amyl •••• "•••••,
0401.404.444+004 4406
Consumption is less deadly than it used to be.
Certain relief and usually complete recovery
will result from the following treatment:
Hope, rest, fresh air, and—Scott's
Emulsion.





OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
Every few minutes licit, cen Hotel, Depots,
Wharves and through Business District.
EUROPEAN PLAN




For declining year: is a good substantial savings ac-
count, built up during the money earning period.
D:posit part of your earnings weekly or monthly
in this bank. and at tr per cent compounded semi-








FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 83S
•
Shirt Bosoms Starched Right
Ever have yotir shirts returned from the laug_dry
with the bosom starched only in spots and with starch -
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.
THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
lug his grain. He said that at one "feel It splendid out here all
time the Illinois Central railroad left alone!" began Mr. Borem, who had
$6.000 worth 'of his grain on the; found her musing beside the quiet
track for weeks without moving it, lake.
this being, he declared, a part of thel
discrimination against him that,
brought about his ruin.
Mrs. Austin's Famous Pancakes.
Really delicious.
"Yes." replied Mies Bright. "I was
thinking that very thing before pet
came along."— Philadelphia Press.
Subscribe for The Rain.
DYSPEPSIA CURE
0. 11)*WITT al COMPALNY. CHICAGO* as
Most oo bottle contains 24, tioom the Mil 6111r,Witieb eolle for SO raft
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
OLT AT T1111 LAIONIATOIT se
11011/D BY IA/16111108.
PAOE THREE
On the Subject of Overcoats
we could grow eloquent, for we've all the season's
newest models in the Louis XV. the tir,anville, the
Paddock and the rest.
All are beautifully balanced, with artistic skirts,
and you will find here all the sensible variations of
prevailing styles. The colors are mostly {trees awl
blacks and the form-fitting idea may be traced almost
through the entire display.
We have a large price range—from $7.50 to $40-
some of the coats being silk lined and- luxurious
enough for a king.
Our overcoats are exceptional because they possess
quality anti style. far beyond thet degree indicated by




About Your Winter supply of
-COAL-
Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, ill.,
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provickli-with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted -for dentists.
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
told OF 4 
\ 
Pith
le?Nt. IN EYE 6LASS ,-.4
MAMING
SHUR ON •
Y PONT SLIP C)FF
Eyes flicamined Free.
STEINFELD OPTICAL CO.
Optical tte•danarters of P•duc oh
609 Broadway.
Subscribe for THE SUN and get the news
while it is news.
rAOIrs roult
-;
IMOFvNT11131% TVESDAI", OCTOBER 10.
Ittkt Vanua!) sun.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
BY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
ICCOSPOCATID
F 1111145415. Presidia.
Smite J. PAIT0ii, (etieral Manager.
SUBSCRIPTION RATS,'
gamed et uie postotace at Pultionli
!wound claw wesser.)
THE DAILY SUN
ny earrlar par week S .10
moll, per month, fa
wall, per yew. to advance  4.
THE WEEKS.1 SUN
Yet yew. ny mall. postage pald  * 010
Addrow. TEE SUN, Paegetils
Orrtoa, 1M South Taint Tswiesome 3111
Payee it Yoga( Memo sok New York rep-
rowetenves






Ti ESDAIS inTOBER 10.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
September, 11006.
1.. .. 3881 1? 
3  3885 18 
1974
3948
4 .3878 19 3942
r  
6  3880 20 3981
I.  3902 21 3959
7  3917 22  .1949
II  3113 24 3983
10  3931 26 :929
11  3900 26 393i
12  3911 27 4019
12  3950 28 4045
14  3992 23 4003
16  391;5
Total  98.478
Average for September, 1906.. 3939
Average for September, 1900 3656
Increase    283
Personally appeared before me,
this October 1, 1906. IE. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who af-
Arms that the above statement of the
culatiOn of The Sun for the month
I September, 1906, rs true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
"P.TER PURTF:All, Notary Pubr.
Ify l'OMWISRiOn expires January
22, 1908. .
Daily Thought.
"Honesty gives a real value to
every act and attempted servige in
lire."
DEPUISLIC.iN crri TICKST.
City Judge-Emmet W. Biagio
Aldermen.
0. S. Starks, E. E. 11th. John Far-
ley, W. T. Miller.
Coseeilmen.
First Ward-John W. Bebout.
Seeded Ward J. II. Oehischlaeger.
Third Ward -IL S. Wells.
Fourth Ward-11. W. Katterjohu,
long term. F. S. Johnston, short
term.
Fifth Ward-Samuel A. Hill.
Sixth AVard- R. S. Barnett.
School Trustee*.
ididit Ward-J. J. Gentry.
Second Ward-J. K. BeAdurant,
Third Ward C. Hoover.
Fourth Ward-Dr. C. G. Warner.
Fifth Ward-Enoch Yarbro and
John Murrdy.
Sixth Ward-Capt Ed Farley.
CAMPAIGN HOORBACKS.
Willie the season for campaign
roorbecks is open, it is hardly credit-
able to the acumen of any politician
to start one so Wog before *beetle*.
But. nevertheless, Dave Cross' friends
are getting into the field early, and
here is the first "bag" of the season:
They are tell.ng on the street that
Mayor Yelser and two prominent Re-
publi..ans "engineered" the nomina-
tion of Judge Bagby. who is to reale°
Immediately on his election. end then
Mayor Tenser Is to appoint E. H. Pur-
slrf. Most everybody knows that themination of Judge Bagby was not-
"engineered." and so, little attention
need to be paid to the story ;save for
two featnres The statement presup-
poses two thing.. On of them le that
deldrvir tidied friends believe Judge
Rugby will he elected, and the other
I,. that it. Republirane might have
been satisfied with the nomination of
Judge Puryear, Indicating that all
they deed, s a safe. unpledged man
on tbe pollee rostrt bench.
The trade on which this fine spun
yarn le befit is true enough. but
Judge Itagby.wilenot resign, his nom-
illation was not "endiaeored" and
Martyr Yelseds efforts to set the Demo
critic party right In the selection of a
man to head the ticket was confined
to his appointment of Judge Puryear
for the Moot term.
Sam Jotted is dead. Sam Jones he
of the homely figure of speech, of
the Cluminating slang-he, who
lacked dignity, if you will, was
guilty of vulgarities, Inexcusable in
any other--but he by whom the
common idioms of the street were
used to tell the truth, and he. who
employed the very sign/rand portents
of sin for the unusual but laudable
derpose of shatniug the devil, le al-
MSC 'Many ministers there were
Who did not admire Sam Jenes,
Melly 0 us *ere frequIlStlY
by his I k of delItary,- Annie of us
were tee:Hive that he was "out for
the money." But this we do know:
His style wit, crisp, be spoke the
truth, his figures were telling, his
wit was keen anti his like is not any-
where. Sam Jones was a caricatur-
ist. lie did not paint beautiful stud-
ies in still life with background
daubed in. His whimsical fancy
drew sharp oetlines, exaggerating
characteristic features with a mock-
ery that was individual, but with a
clearness of perception that left no
doubt as to his meaning and with a
power that never failed to convince.
Sant Jones is dead and gone before
that tribunal that at last must judge
the ilia/testy of our life's work; and
if souee good people here on earth
feel that he was a disgrace to the
cloth, the power e of evil will join
them in their rejoicing; for, assured-
dam Jones was no friend of the
evil one.
In thew days of horselees carriages.
tioneiess hauss. chainlens bicycles.
painless dentistry seedless oranges'
and moneyless campaigns, it Is only
in keeping that somebody should In-
vent an odorless limburger cheese. A
Wisconsin man has done this, and
adds that the present smell Is occa-
sioned by dirt, If this is so, and he
eradicates the odor by removing the
dirt. we fear that he will strike at
the very essence of the limburger in-
dustry; for the Teutonic delicacy
tastes very like it smell*, and we
rather suspect that both senses aro
stimulated end gratified by the same
element in the cOmposition of the
cheese.
Advertising agencies and matri-
monial bureaus are managed to some
extent along the name lines. It is all
enongh to boast about circula-
tion and beauty of ferns. but figures;
are what count in both instances.
Newspapers have to deal principally
with Missourians, Some newspapers
aseert that they have the largest cir-
culation. Others publish figures and
swear to them. The Min belongs to
the latter class;
Maxim Gorky has sailed for Europe
and promises to tell his impressions
of .Stileti• a at a 'later 'date. One of
his impressions, we believe, is that of
a New York hotel manager's boot,
when it was discovered that the ab-
sent minded revolutionlet had
brought some other man's wife to
America.
it ie publicly proclaimed that young
Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks are forgiven
and the bride has beets parentally
kissed by the vire-president, but this
is no basis for the conclusion that the
yourg woman was not coldly reoeleed
by the Fairbanks fame'
INeOLVENT DEBTORS.
Veda-nil Itriteonersi !tele:seed Frown
Jail Spawn; e.
Walter Greer and W. H. Traylor,
of Graves cowed-, are happy men to-
day because they are out of jail
afte.. six months' confinement. Tray-
lor and Greer in April were convict-
ed of welling liquor without a license
On April It; they began their sen-
tente of six mouths in county jail
with a fine of $100 banging over
them. They were model prisoners
and this morning Wade Brown, dep-
nty marshal, took them before Com-
missioner W. A. Gardner and they
took the insolvent debtor's oath.
Th.s released them from the fine,
but it is customary to serve out
thirty days on the fine. Commis-
sioner Gardner Informed them that
this would not he necessary-. tire
got ornawat baying decided to re-
wai d them sightly for their good
behrivior.
AT :6 (FCLOCk.
!slashiuitte Quit Work New Ia till.
intol Central Shope.
An order ..altectiug over 100 em-
ployes of the local Illinois Central
Amapa went Into elect yesterday af-
ternoon when the shop whistle
bler.• a "hands down' idgniT at 5
o'clock Every machinist in the lo-
comotive department dropped his
tools and made for the wash room.
Yemen:ley an order was posted
calling the working day one hour,
releasing the men from duty at 5
o'clock instead of t; as heretofore.
The trolgat-ei4 -department sad
planing mill will run ten hours. The
cut was made because work in the
machine !Mops ie not so plentiful. A
cut in the wood-working depart-
ment is expected next month.
- _
RAZING RENEWED.
Isolated Case in Which Cadet le Sum-
moned.
Annapolis. Sid Oct l6.-.Know'
ind the severe lemone cadet the mid-
shipmen by the court-martiel and dis-
missal last spring, haling has again
appeared at tbe astral academy. 'So
far the recurrence of the practice'
seems to be an isolated case. Third
Clansman R P. Gulled Jr., whose
home is in Calais. Ohio, ha' been
celed upon by Superintendent Sands
to setrwer the charge of "emulates
unwarranted and unauthorised au-
thority over a lower desalt:Ian In
nod, a way is to hadlillate and oin.
barraal" roqth Chiellaboaa Godfrey
Is, chevalier, of MedfOets atase.




Again we are thinking of the
boys. Tomorrow we put on
sale a special, good bargain
in Boys' School Clothes, made
tip plain or kniokerbockfrs, in
cheviots and worsteds, all
garments double sewed
throughout in the meatus and
butting double sewed, and the
patent extension wrist bands




Patient Got' Better When His Deligh-
ter Shan Anay With a Man.
doedon, Oct. 16.--The Laricet pub-
lishes a description by Dr. Mercer. a
famous Physician on mental diseases.
of how a patient wee cured of agora-
phobia, a rare disease which Is sel-
dom cured. It is 'a nerve disease of
the cities. The subject craves to be
near some tali vertical structure.
When away from such a structure he
has a feeling of dread of impending
danger in going to and from his of-
fice.
The patient treated by Dr. Mer-
cier would [sneak through all the al-
leys, courts and narrow streets be
could use. When he came to a wide
street he Was seised with a ressonlees
panic and had to take a bus. If it
were not very wide he might get
through by holding on to a cart.
Bridges were quite impaecable to
him. It be were compelled to go °ear
a bridge he told to get into a Mut
some time before he reached It a
keep his eyes shut while he crossed,
TOAD STOOLS NOT MUSHROOMS
Whole lioardina Howe. is l'oleoned
WaSh leatagus.
Memphis, Oct. 16.--As a result of
poisoning supet•induced by eating
what was supposed to have been
mushrooms, .1. David Baker, of 129
Jefferson *treed_ is dead and eight
tither persons are seriously Ill at
591 Vance street. Those /who are
suffering from the effects di the sup-
posed mushrooms are H. C Baker,
Soother of the deceased, and his
business associate, Harrt Baker,
son of H. C. Baker: Misses Baum-
garten, sister of Max and Sam Baum
garten: Mr. and Mrs. Harrison, Mrs.
McClendon and Mrs. Harrison's
nurse, all residing at Mrs. H. C
Baker's boarding house, 591 Vanes
street
LTUCW FOUGHT 'qui:
While Paessiugers Were at Break-
fast Unaware of It.
New York, Oct. 1.6 -While 20
passengers on the steamer Grenada
which arrived from Trinidad today
were eating their breakfast last Sad
urday . the Grenada's crew were
struggling with a threatening Ore le
the steamer's hold, it was not until
after the fire had been subdued that
the passengers were permitted to
know of the danger which had
threatened thanid
K.N1GHTs FITHIAN IN WRECK
Special Train Co' Rides With Freight
and eine-tune its 14.11141.41.
Netwivi I.e. Oct. 16.-The Knights
of Pythias' special train, en route to
New Orleans tor the conclave, which
left here at 2 p. vi,, collided with a
freight trate at White's Bluff. P. E.
P Willis. of Anderson. Tenn., flag-
man on the freight, was killed and
John Curran. of Nashville, engineer
of the passenger, was scalded, but
will recover None of the passen-
gers was injured.
TI400P8 SAVE SOUK FOOM FINK.
Military Wayne! at Monterey, Cal..
Destroyed by Flames.
Monterey, Cal. Oct. 16.--Suldiere
of thr Twentieth infantry and four
troops of the Fourth cavalry rescued
the patients from the military hospi-
tal at the Presidio here last night
while the building was destroyed by
lire. Many patients. 140111k. cut them
critically ill were in the hotipital, but
none was injured. The troops put
Imitt the fire which calmed a loss of
$ao.00().
Mr. E. L. Wilson, night clerk a.
the pordoffice, has recovered after.*





Bank of Hazen Against W. B.
Smith and Wile.
Met eral Orders; Entered la Circuit
Court 'this Morning Before lt
Adjounred.
. a.
SUIT AGALNST RELIKOPle CO.
In the matter of the Bank of
Helsel, Ky., against W. B. Smith and
wife, an agreement was tiled permit-
ting the filing of a judgment for the
amount In full. The plaintie Mad
suit against Smith for notes and
asked for a lien on 100 shares of
stock in the Arkansas Land compa-
ny, a Paducah organization. The
agreement is for judgment for $3,.
412.50 and the enforcement of the
:len, but not before January IS.
In the case of Henry Gellman
against the Metropolitan Life Insur-
ance company, the defendant paid
Into mutt the balance of the money
due on the policy issued on $102.
The ease of James P. Parker
against Thomas Crick was disiniseed
and settled.
There were a few oeder* of a
minor nature, and court was ad-
journed before 11 o'clock.
Suits Filed.
F. G. Rudolph, administrator of
Catharine Brasile, sues H. T. Hessig,
et al.. for a settlement of the estate.
Ile asks the matter be referred to the
master commissioner for certain di-
visions.
J. M. Grigg* egainst the Paducah
Traction company for $1.0.40. He
alleges that on Broadway October 4.
he boarded a car and before he was
seated the car started and he had to
hold on to keep from falling. The
car was quickly stopped and he was
thrown violently against the sicie and
his face injured.
hued in Federal Court,
Wade Brown. deputy United States
uoirslia', returned this morning
from his farm in Ballard county,
where he had been since Sunday'
morning and filed the returns on
summons executed Saturday night
between 140 and 11 o'clock. The
First National bank of Marion tiled
suit in federal court Saturday night
at ti o'clock against the id Rehkopf
Saddlery company. E. Rebkopf and
John Rehkopt individually. It wants
to recover judgment for $5,000 in
notes.
Deeds Filed.
W W. Williams et al, to S. D. Lee,
property in the county, id and other
considerat ions.
S. M. Dorris to S. D Lee, property
In the county, $550.
Andrew P. Hamburg to .1 Benton
Curtis, property In the lineal:Ian ad-
dition, $450.
Cecil Reed. master cummiesiouer.
to J. H. Morris, property in the
county, $229.10.
B. H. Scott et al to Robert HOS-
well and W L. Yancey, property-
near Sleds and Burnett atreete, run-
ning towards the river. $3.600.
Marriage Licensor's.
A. II. Lee, city, 26, and Mettle
Hughes, city. 26.
A. C. Warner, county. 80. and
Rosie G. Wilson. county, 31.
REGISTRATION
THIS 'MORNING WAS LIGHT BUT
WILL INCREASE.
Pive Typical Po:chisels Show How
Work le Proreedlne in the
Cite Today.
The morning of the supplemental
registration day brought out few
It Is believed many more will cerna
out after supper. Committeemen
look for 1,200 registrations.
At 3 °died( the following typical
precincts reported: •
Dem Rep
S. 8 C House, No. 1. .. 10 '
8. S. C. House, No. 2. 7 27













In Honor of Ilion liruen.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman
will give a box party tonight at the
Tim Murphy performance at the
Kentucky theater In compliment to
Mtge Lucie Draw of Webb Ode.
Mo., the sow of Miss Marjorie
Scott
fbeheerlhe for The Hash
RUSSIAN WRECK
CATCHES ON FIRE
Ten Bodies Recovered And
Thirty Injured.
Head On Cohesion Between Porotenmer
and Freight Train Disatorous to
Former,
CI•CLONK DEVASTATES SICILY.
St. Petersburg. Oct. 16.-A terri-
ble accident acoornpanted by a great
loss of life and injury to many oc-
curred yesterday r' Oita. Tea bodiesi
were taken from/the wreckage and
30 tendons, suffediag from severe in-
juries, "were dug out A head-ots col-
lision between a pamseuger and a
freight train caused the disaster.
The passenger (rain was dimwit de-
molished. Practieally all the passeu-
gers were burled under the wreckage'
Fire broke out and several deaths
were due to the flames.
Messina, Sicily, Oct. 16.-Enorm-
out. damage was done this city by a
cyclone which swept over the island
yesterday. Shipping to the harbor
was damaged. One eminent was sunk
and numerous casualties are report-
ed. but no.definite figures can be giv-
en of the number killed and injured
The pollee barrack* were blown down
and several buildings destroyed.
_RIVER NEWS
River Stages.
Cairo   351.0 1.4 tall
Chattanooga  6.0 0.4 fall
Cincinnati  13.9 0.4 fall
Evansville . ..   9.9 0.1 fall
Florence  6.; 0.6 L.
Joinsonville  10.2 .1.9 tas
Louisville  5.7 0.0 st'd
Mt. Carmel  1.7 i.1.1
Nashville  10.4 0.8 I
Pittsburg  6.6 1.1
Danis !eland Dam   5.2 0.2
St. Louis  7.9 0.1
Mt. Vernon  9.2 0.1 rill0
Paducah  13.0 1.6 doe
The gauge regtetered • stage of
13.0 this morning, a fall of 1.6 in
the last 24 bourn. The wharf was
unusually quiet this morning
The Sprague passed up last night
with a tow of 54 empties for Pitts-
burg from New Orleans. This Is
one' of the big tows of the year. A
pilot's ability is testetd, searchingly
by a tow that size. for It taken ac-
curate calculation to go round one
of the sharp curves in the river with
such a big tow.
The coal Deets and wharfs around
Paducah now probably are the most
extensive single factors in the river
business; here, The tie business
would be a close second. The St.
Bernard, West Kentucky and Pitts-
burg coal companies have wharves
and nunierous boats and barges.
While the St. Bernard company re-
ceives no coal by river, It maintains
towboats and wharfs. The coal Is
received by rail to the mat tipple on
the river bank above Meehaniesbarg
ft is then unloaded into barges and
towed down to the foot of Kentucky
avenue Thht cosl is need exclusive-
ly for boats. The Pittsburg coal
company gets all its coal by river, as
dries the West Kentucky coal com-
pany. At the Pittaburg wharf the
resat I. unloaded by' a steam shovel
and dropped through a "hopper,"
which separates the different sized
ant, lump and egg.
The Dick Fowler had a small tinIs
to Cairo Ms morning
The Dunbar was the Evansville
packet today. The Joe Fowler is re-
ceiving a new eoat If PIM, the
smoke stacks are Wag overhauled
and other umail repairs are being
made In preparation to starting out
*detain the Evansville trade,
The Clyde is in from the Tenses-
see river and will leave Wednesday
evening on the return. _trip. The
is now at Joppa.
If the demand was suMciently
large a profitable business in build-
ing gasoline and other small pleas-
ure boats could be built up here.
Captain Taylor is having a gasoline
boat built at the dry docks, which
Is an graceful looking WI any made
In the north.
Wednesday is the day set for the
Georgia Lee to leave Memphis for
Cincinnati. At present the water is
all right.
A Morgantown, Ky. dispatch of
Friday says: "Mrs. 011ie Wills has
flied suit in the circuit court here
against the Evansville and Bow!Ing
Green Packet company who operate
a line of packets on Green and Bar-
ren rivers and Capt. J. H. Williams
for heavy dailiakes. like claims in
her petition ghat while a passenger
on one of the company's boats rapt.
William* and some others of his
crew tried to.staesult ker., The cue
VT SHOES
(fa' WOMEN
Are made to suit the discriminat-
ing taste of careful buyers. They
gain fast mends among those
who wear them Moderate in
price, but as good as skill and
materials can make them.
We will be glad to show
you 'the La France brie.
Harbour's Department Store






If so, you havn't u Welson Heater and 40per cent of the burnable part of the soft coalis escaping unburned in the form of smoke.
THE WILSON HEATER
with the celebrated Hot Blast Down-Draft,consumes thesc fumes and turns them intoheat. This may be readily seen by theabsence of smoke in the chimney when aWilson is used.




has . rested a great deal of interest
throughout thie section."
An Evansville teleedrm ..2yr: "Tile
pilot on the steamer Joe B. Williams
that paned here today for Louis-
ville with forty pieces lat control,
of the wheel while a stiff gale was:
blowing, and the towboat and tow
were in danger of being wrecket1,1
when the tug Frances went to f114'
rescue of the boat and assisted her
around the high bend above the
city."
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon not much change during the
next 24 to 36 hours. At Padudah
and Cairo will continue falling dur-
ing the next several days. The fall
at Cairo during the next 12 hours
will amount to about 1.5 feeL,
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, and the Mississippi front
below St. LouIs to below Cairo, will
coniinue falling.
Corm FINES 'BRIDGE HOSTBSS.
She Pleads Guilty to Conducting a
Game of Chance.
Beaver Falls, Pa. Oct. 10.-Mrs.
J. L. Htirsha, one or ttreddifigFlirdrini-
tient women of tills city was lined $5
and coats Saturday' by Justice of the
Petsee Henry L. Shuster for conduct--
ink a game of chance. The action
was brought by Mrs. James Bronson
under the act of March 1800. which
prohibits gambling Mrs. 'Bronson
took action because her daughter, a
girl or 18, was spending too much
of her time at card parties. Severs:
nigh-Wager Mrs: tearetra gave II-bridge
party and Miss Bronson was one of
the guests. The party did not break
op until late In the morning. Mrs.
Bronson declared that her daughter
Spends so much of her ttme at card
parties that it 's Impossible to get
her to do anything else. Mrs. Harsha
pleaded guilty at the suggestioneof
her attorneys aruf paid the fine. its
only thing she said in the way of de-
fense was: "Miss 'Bronson didn't
win d
Re:diming Deficit. •
Washington ,Oct. 16. --postmaster
General Cortelyou has given out an
advent* statement of the receipts and
expendIttiret; of the postal service for
tbe *swell year ended June 30, 1906
It shoes a reduction of the annual de-
ficit front $14,572.584 for 1905 le
$10.416.9fill for 111S, over $4.094/.-
000, or 27,53 per Mit.
The Iota) receipts for 1906 were
at $15,1uteles
,
Burton GOV% to Prison.
N'ashIngton, Oct. 16.-The su-
preme court toda: denied the motion
for a rehearing In the ease of Former
United states Senator Burton, of Kan-
sas, convicted of practicing for pay
-beferedhe postotlice department while
senator. He will have to /terse six
months' imprisonment and pay a flue
of $2,500.
YOU 000'? HIVE TO WA1!Every dose wakes yes feel better. Las-Mss
keeps IOW whole insides right. Sold oe thetwogy-beck plan everywhere. Price So
Mow the Wood Flow Alriscte Health.
Few people appreciate the necessi-
ty of keeping the blood in every way
In good condition if they would have
good health.
There are two factors in disease,
which, by an endless variety of chan-
ges and combinations define every
departure from normal conditions.
These are the BLOOD and the
NERVES. They sustain life, and
END it.
The blood must maintain a steady,
dIdIft and' equal flow or had conse-
quences forow. Every- organ and tis-
sue must get its right share of blood,
no more, no lees. Stop it and the sys-
tem Is soon 'poisoned with aecumto
teed body sewage, and lack of prop-
er aodelehment-setsdron Iteadaehes.
tired, worn out sensations, no life,
no energy WI other kindred ail-
ments follow.
Right the blood flow, and they all
leave.
This is the Osteopathic theory. It
merely goes back to the beginninga disease. It finds Most disease Is
associated with din abnormal blood
flew.
Especially during the fall and win-
ter months Is it necessary to keep the
blood flow right. Exercise of the
right sort Is a good stimulant for
circulation, but the dry hot air treat-
ment, followed by the Osteopathic
treatments, whleh I am giving with
such marked itood results. Is the beet
treatment yet discovered.
Why? Simply berattse they go to
the basis.
Come to see me at any time amid
can easily satisfy you that I can soonbuild up the run-down system, whileyou are attending•to your usual du-
ties. 1 shall, too, be pleased to referyou to peottle you know well whe aresetbuslastic in tibei njak.P45 of thetreatments.
My. office 'hours are fro. •6 to
a. m and 2 fb 4 p. to, r.1.4
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--Jest received a shipment of
Stacy-Adams, Stetson, Edwin Clapp
and Donglass Shoes. Regular price
t WOO; our price $3.75 and $4.00 at
Ike Cohen's Pawn Shop, 106 S. Sec-
ond St.
--The Academy of Medicine met
last night In the offices of Dr. B. B.
Griffith In the Trueheart
Dr. Griffith lectured and covered the
subject in part. He will continue it
at the next meeting whit% will be
held lo the office of Dr. L. L. Mitt.
Dr. Smith will read a paper on "po-
tassium" at this meeting. Dr. H. T.
Rivers will lecture tonight to the
academy, meeting In special session
at the office of Dr. 3. T. Reddlck, on
"Mud ornet rl t is."
-Fire sale of wall paper. Kelly
& ombatigh. All papers at half
price, 321 Kentucky avenue. Pilaw
666,5
.-This morning more examine-
Cone for positions in civil service
were ordered. It makes about 150 or
more examinations ordered for the
season, and the stack of bulletins
, posted Is about one foot high. Thome
received this mornings follow: Log-
ger, San Juan agency, New Mexico;
marine fireman, quartermaster's de-
partment at large; repair man,
weather bureau; wagon maker. All
are for November 10.
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have mov-
ed their flower store to 529 Broad-
-Because of the increased travel
between CIncinbati and New Orleans
both ways, tbe Ulinois .Central has
Put through sleepers on trains Nos.
191 and 102.
-We guarantee to please you
with Old Taylor. Ky., Lump Coal.
Phone 339. Bradley tiros.
--The Illinois Central pay car ar-
rived from Mounds. Ill., at 10
o'clock this morning and all local
employes are being paid off. The
car wilt go east from Paducah.
-When you order a rig from us
yon are talking to one of the pro-
peletors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes, files
and fills the order at appointed
time. Palmer Transfer company.
-Constable A. C. Shelton found
a horse and buggy roaming about in
Mecbanimburg last night. He IS
keeping the outfit for identification
by the owner.
-One load of our coal will make
•Yoli an advertiser for us. Bradley
Bros. Phone 339.
-The McCracken County Medical
society will meet tonight In Dr. J. T.
Reddick's office in the Columbia
building. Dr. Horace Rivers will
lecture.
-Dr. J. V. Voris. dentist, 200
Fraternity building.
-There will be an especial gasper!






T h e manufacturers offer
ELMO to any one finding a
trace of impurity therein. It
is one of the three kinds of
olive oil that stood the test of
the New York Pure Food
Commission. It is pure, bland
and reasonable in price. Sold
in hulk.
the Bolen Gospel
-Five hundred score cards for
sate at The Sun • office-twenty-five
cents each.
--Rev. It. W. Chiles, of the Union
Gospel Mission, desires to esti atten-
tion to the two boys aged 9 and 12
years, that he tins at the Mission and
for whom he Is anxious to secure
good homes in the country.
--For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-The Improvements being added
to the front of the store will not In-
terfere with Mrs. A. A. SaialeY'a
millinery business.
-Our customers are our best ad.
verttsers. Ask your neighbor. Brad-
ley Bros. Phone 389.
-The ladies of Temple Israel will
serve the )1inch at Rhodes-Burford's
cooking demonstration tonorrow,
and will also have fine cakes and
plea for sale.
-We have the exclusive agency
for the Globe-Wernicke filing cabi-
nets and supplies. Call on us when
you need anything In the line. R. D.
Clement & Co.
-The ladles of Temple Israel will
nerve the lunch at Rbodes-Burfeed's
cooking demonstration tomorrow,
and will also have fine cakes and
pies for sale.
-Old Reliable Carterville,
washed nut, and egg coal Is the
cheapest, Bradley Bros. Phone 339.
Mr. R. E. Fulmer. foreman of the
machine shops, and George Rondo-
rant, foreman of the planing mil: of
the Illinois Central shops, have re-
turned from the Illinois lakes, where
they spent a week fishing and beat-
ing. Their wives accompanied them.
-City subscribers to the DO*
Sun who wish the delivery of theft
papers stopped Meet notify Our sol-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun office. No attention
I wet be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
--The condition of Mrs. Reuben
Rowland le reported no better today.
Her condition is precarious.
k Gilbert. Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
-The Sun office is prepared to
tannish the eery latest things In en-
graved or printed calling cards and
Invitations of any sort, and is mak-
ing special prices now.
-Do not be deceived, Bradley
Bro-s• are sole agents for Carterville,
washed coal. Phone 239.
 1
 R. W. WALKER CO.
Incorvotaied
DRUGGISTS
sal Imam. WI Moen 171
Night Bell at Bide Door.
JUST LOANED GEMS
And Naughty Monte Girl Took Them
With Her.
Memphis, Oct 15 -BernIta Wells,
a chorus girl who was with the "Tom.
Dick and Harty" company at the
Bijou last week, was arrested in
Nashville at the instance of Clarence
P. Hunt, it prominent stock broker.
who reported the loss bf diamonds
valued at $2,0041 to thh led ice last
eight, stating that the fair eoryphee
had taken them to Nashville with
her when the company left Suoday.
Mr. Hunt secured a warrant eharg-
In& Miss Wells with fraudulent
breach of trust, last night. frost Jus-
tice of the Peace Creagan. Deputy
Sheriff L. A. M. Benner left for Nash-
ville to plat,* the girl under arreist,
if he was soccessful in finding her,
and shortly after his departure the
Information was received that she
was already in custody. Mr. Hunt
met less Wells during the early part
of the week. He loaned her several
valuable rings and a handsome dia-
mond lavotteli with She 41-114:Wpa
that she return them to him before
taking her departure for the village
on the Cumberland
SALVATION ARMY
Env-nys Are Here to Eetabliali Bar-
rack!' In Paducah.
A branch of the Salvation 'army of
Portsmouth. 0., is here and will be-
gin this clam of religions work In
Paducah. Capt. D. R. Moreland anti
wife and Envoy W. F. Sago and wife
are here In full uniform to begin
the work. They will hold the first
open air meeting tonight and will
try to secute a permanent hall.
Mr, Jim Luttrell, the timber man
went to Cadiz this morning.
People and
osettat Ilvente
l'arties seindine 4 acenuats of go.
vial '-rert a Inuit' tat will plea«. sign
thefts ogs Ipso -lept.wIla nee radian
col ttttt uttications tient in that aro not
The Mettles Winateed.
Inke-Atianta Joliette! roam
"Mies Willie 131a-fiche Asher enter
tattled Tuesday afternoon at her home
390 East Linden, in compliment to
her guests, Misses Lillie Mae and
Corinne Winstead. of Paducah, Ky
"The parlors were decorated with
autumn leaves, goldenrod and ferns
The young ladies were beautifully
gowned and delicious refreshments
were served.
"The NI/Slays Winstead have made
many friends by their charming and
winsome manners and have ably sus-
tained the .reputatIon of Kentucky
for pretty girls.'
Informal alualeal Evening.
The Misses Puryear entertained
with a musical at their home on
Broad way last night In honor of Miss
emmit Knauss, of Evansville, who is
visiting the family of H. C. Rhodes.
Those who took part In the program
were Miss Knauss, Mrs. David Lewis,
Mr. Richard Seott, Mr. Edward
Scott and Mr. Walter Clark. It was
a pleasant affair.
Delphic Gluts
The Delphic club met in regular
weekly session this morning at the
Carnegie library. "Toledo, the Crown
of Spain," was the general subject
of discussion. Three clever papers
on "The Cathedral," "She Alcazar"
and "Wamba" were interesting feat-
ures.
Dance fer4day Evening.
The younger society set will hay:.
a :latter. on Friday evening. The list
Is now on at the Roy I, Culley &
company store. The place for the
dance has not been decided yet.
Sam Steel Club,
Mrs. Thomas Hall Is hostess to the
Bans Souel club this afternoon at her
home on North Fourth street.
James E. Wlihehn. Fred Acker
and I. 0. Walker are in Louisville
attending the grand lodge of Masons.
W. J. Hills was a delegate but was
unable to go. Mr. Walker is his sub-
stitute.
Mr. Frank Judge, of Aliens, Ga.,
Is visiting hi* mother In Paducah.
Circuit Clerk Parsons. of Living-
ston county, was In reduce' yester-
day.
W. F. Cowper. of Smithlaml. Pass-
ed through the city yesterday en
route to Srnithland.
Attorney AWN! G. Hendricks, of
Frankfort passed through Paducah
yesterday en route to Smithland to
attend the Rutter-Abell v.-0(11,11e
Mr. Sam FAwarsis,of Mayfield, wa-
In Paducah yeetereay.
Messrs. Lee Nanee and Abe Ari,.-
paeher have returned from ihs
country after a several days' hunt-
ing expedition.
Mrs. J. H. Asheraft
called to Louisville by
a relative.
Mr. and Mrs. E! A. Einstein and
Mrs. E. B. Schwartzenberger. of At.
Louis, are In the city.
MN. E. P. Overatreet. of thk
count. is visiting Mrs. A. G. Cole-
man, of Monroe street.
Mn. Lillie Thompson has re-
turned to Smithland after a visit to
friends In the city.
Detective WIll Baker and wife
have returned from Madisonville
and Greenville. where they had been
visiting.
Mrs. David Sander, has gone to
Louisville and Mt. Sterling, Ky , to
visit.
Mr. E. L. Cooper, a school teacher
at Calvert City, returned home this
morning after a business trip to tire
city. --4
Misses Mattie Lou anti Lillie Mae
MeGlathery *ft yesterday for Dres-
den Than., to visit,
Dr. P. FL Stewart went to Wood-
ville today on professional business.
-Mr, John C. Parent. &met clerk
Of Livingston county. Is In the city
on business.
P. R. Smith, secretary and treasur-
er of the aver-Lord Tie company, was
The city yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Grassham will
leave tomorrow for Chicago on a
visit.
Miss Jimmie Rice, of Seventh and
Clerk streets, Is slowly recovering
after an illness of fever.
Mrs. George Krentser, Mrs. Wil-
liam Karnes. and Mrs. J. E. Coul-son
have returued from a trip on the
steamer Clyde.
Mr. Dale Tredway, of oaattYvfile.
4(7., who alas recently discharged as
chief tnimpter of the Twentieth bat-
tery, field artillery et Ft. Riley, Kee.,
is In the city visiting his insole, R. lit.
Treadway. of 289 Clement street,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rudy will
leave tonight for several days in Chi-
cago.
Rev. David C. Wright. will leave
tonight for Louisville end will go
was yesterday
the illnew of
bele there to attend the t wenty-Arst
annual conventiort of the Brother-
hood of St. Andrew In Memphis on.
Thursday, accompanying the Louis
'Otte delegation, Mr. Wright will re-
turn on Saturday.
Mrs. Ferd th'ingo, of Dawson
Springs, Is visiting the family of j,
W. Clark, 728 North ifenth street.
Miss Cora Richardson has returned
from a visit to 1iss Sarah Postleth-









The producer of fruit.
The renowned originator of prehis-
toric '
Omelet.
The creator of the "sunny side up"
The purveyor of the rare delicacy
Which accompanies
"Ilam and





Take off my hat to you.




Fresh from the Stork -trey are
Delicious.
But lying forgotten and in d:suse
Many days, they are heYond--
Peradventure,
May your days be enligtoened.
May you walk in the ways of the o
spired,
And some day may you learn
That the mission of true lienhood
Will be fulfilled






-John Quill, In Technics: Magazine
She ifpassing him a bill under the
Week-2- Here, take airs and pay for
the dinner since you say you have
forgotten your pocketbook.
He--Sweetheart, bow could a man
show a greater love for a woman
than by accepting money from her!
--Translated for Tales from "I,e
Customer- So you sell these
watches at a pound each? It must
cost that to make them. Jeweler -
It does. Citatent0e- Then hoer do
you make any money! ieweler -
Repairing them.-Tit-Blea.
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Dressed Chickens--241r in 40e.
Eggs--20c doz.
Butter-25e lb.
Sweet Potatoes--eer bu. 50r.

















Hay-From jobbers to wall deal-
era-Strict grades. Choice Tim .
9171 No. 1 Tim , $16.50 No, 2 Tim
Piney sorbet's clover $17.
Prow country wagons at public ouai•
I fly medium to very poor, IA to $17
Per ton for talons ,.reit
rips.
NOW IS THE accepted time for
you to look about your Ore and terns-
do Insurance, as tall and winter are
coming. Remember the old and te-
llable Friedman ittsurance Agency-
Office No. 12b South Third street. Of-
Ice telephone No. 940,. Residence
phone No. 1581. We represent some
of the oldest and best insurance cont•
patties, which are paying their loam
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than sorts.
Give us a call.
- FOR RENT-Oae sale Or Mar*
428 Broadway. Phones 15111
CLEANING and pressing -We-ay
done. James Duffey. old phone 718-r.
-roil VINT-One furnished room.
Apply 419 South Fourth.
---.P*K RENT-Five -room -cottage.
824 Husbands, old phone 2070.
CARPENTERS WANTED. Ring
old Oboe@ 2133.
WILL GIVE $10 to anyone help-
ing me to a position as bartender
Address C. E, S.
house,
nice home; a good investment. Call
at once 1621 Clay street.
FOR RENT-Seven room house,
eorner 6th and Husbands street. Call
old photo) 22011.
f4R RENT-five room cottage,
with bath 1038 Madison street. Ap-
ply Dr. P. II. Stewart.
aeil-HoT Ta-
males go to "Shorty's" 111% South
Third or 127 North Fourth.
"---ifracORY WOOD-Phones, Old
442, New 598. Delivered promptly.
C. E. Bell & Sons.
FOR RKNT- Three urituraiskied
rooms for housekeeping. Apply at
11.01 Monroe street.
MRS. DENMAN has charge- of the
millinery department At R. S. Bar-
nett's general store, 2445 Short street.
WANT-ED--PtCsition by experienc-
ed stenographer. Address Miss Scott,
Dawson Springs, Ky.
FOR RENT--House, 714 efoutk.
Third street: 9 rooms. Nice peace.
Apply next door.
Fait RENT --- Two furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. Apply
1511 Jefferson.
FOR RENT-- Modern five-room
cottage, all convenieneep. ApPlY
Mrs. J. M. Buckner, Eighth and Jef-
ferson.
-POR SALE-Seven bead of fine
beef cattle, four fine Mares and (aria
implements. Address Box 9, R. F'
PadliNgt, Ky,
FOR SALK-essay tonna, ate
mooses In Northview addition neat
130 street can bee. W. D. Greer
537 Broadway.
WANTED- -Either halt or a hole
Wore roOnt en Broadway between
Third sad Fifth streets. Address-it.
this once.
WE WANT a chance to do your
job Printing. Prompt work, reason-
able prices. J. H. Mt-Ewen, 7:17
Wash fasten street.
--ftUf-271 furnished
all modern conveniences, choice res-
idence part of Jefferson street. Ap-
ply Auber Smith. Fraternity build-
ing.
J. E. KOKUAN, blacksmult, 401I
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
*work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for Dore stone side wire tires, the
best rubber tires made.
Td-.CfltACTOR WEIKEL-Masol
ry and concrete work a apeclalty.
°thee 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at-
tention to all estimates.
1.6S-T-Fax Terrier dog, About in
months old, marked with brown spot
around each eye.
Reward If returned to 308 North
Ninth St., Flat No. Z.
FOR _ to dwelling,
with all modern convenience'', No.
622 Jegertion street, between filxtlt
and Seventh streets. $35.00 per
month. Apply to Wm. Hughes, Pede-
rah Banking company.
_-
STRAYED OR STOLEN, From the
Singleton field, about August 25.
1906, one bay horse mule between 13
and 14 hands high, 1 year old past.
35 reward will be. paid for any in-
forsaation. J. K. Wyatt. It. F. D.
No, 6, box 16. Telephoto) 572 ring 2.
LOST-Open lace 14 size, gols
flied watch. Hamilton movement.
Letter "L" engraved on small shield
on back and Frank L. Lyon, Green-
ville, Was.. engraved on inside case.
A liberal reward will he paid on de-
livery to Paducah marine ways.
WANTED-Manager for Patincah
and vicinity for an organization sell-
ing the most attractive small invest-
ment contract, one that has had ex-
perience as a bond salesman or fra-
ternal ofiganizer desired. Address
Box 321, Columbus, 0.
NIGHT SCH001.- Sookkeepfng.
Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only
$4 a month. Drangitan's Practical
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
Phone 1:56. Call, phone or write for
catalogue It hill conethce you that
Drangben's la tbe beet. _
WANTED. FOR. U. S. ARMY -
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35. citizens of Patted
States, of good character and tern'
9:1836%36181616%1083616%15211%htWaWeWawa%%%astoswoAlalsASSIMISIMI
HART'S NEW HEATERS
Have just reached here. They possess
many points of merit not shown in all
stoves. New ideas of forcing the draft
to the exact point needed to bring quick
and continuous results, producing the
greatest amount of heat from a given
quantity of fuel.
HART'S HEATERS 
Not only have heat vints in abundance
but are radiators, circulators Ind de-
flectors of heat They are als, under
complete control of the dampers,
which saves fuel and gives the heat only
when needed.
Hart's Prices R Right
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Os
anccw10130015151061ENTOSISNWIVVIIISICIOCIOM6110.1596%1635%
perate habits, who can speak, reed )
and write English. For informaron
apply to Recruiting OffIce, New Rish-,,





cutters, *addle hands on seamed
work and stock saddiett. also a fewl
more harness makers and cutters,
also one or two genuine Scotch col-
lar makers. Open shop. Tranepor-
tweet advanced to reliable parties.
Steady job guaranteed. Apply to
Meyer Bannerman Saddlery CO.. St.
LOUIS, MO.
Th. pi Ices -beim" w OP Made
December 31. 1906:
cols SHELL CROWN, 22.1e..22.
GOLD FILLINGS 10
SILVER FILLINGS .. .sn
PLATE FILLINGS C 
.. .75
Bridge work and all grades of
plate work guaranteed Palniees ex-
tinction of teeth.
DR. KING BROOKS. Dentist, Sixth
and Broadway.
- - -
$2410.1100 FIRE IN GRAND RAPIDS
NIalleable Iron Works, 'Phoned in
(Illettgft. Partly Dew rayed.
Grand Reptd, Mich Oct. 16.-
The Grand Rapids Mailable Iron
Work!) was partially destroyed by
fire today, entailing a loss of $200,-
11110. The four foundries, annealing,
finishing, core and motor-rooms and
the carpenter !hope were destroyed.
The plant is owned by the Chicago
Railway Appliance company. The
:op"' is fully eon -red by insurance
noomF:It (' trsvs DE 1TH.
Husband Aferotes Wife of Undue
Friendship and la Dead.
Chicago, Oct. 16-John Cobb was
shot and killed by his wife this morn-
ing, following the celebration of a
daughter's hirthda,. A quarrel oc-
curred after Cobb escorted Mrs.
Harry Scott, a guest, home. HP ac-
cused his wife of undue friendship
with John MInerIno. a roomer, dur-
ing his absence
INTO TROLLEY POLE.
.tuto Runs end the Gasoline Tank
).:‘
Cleveland, 0., Oct. 1G.-An auto-
mobile running IS milA an hour
struck a trolley pole In Kenilworth
avenue this morning Everyone of
the four occupants was injured and
two may die. Fifteen gallons of gas-
oline in the reservoir of the machine
let go with a roar and enveloped all
persolik TA the TAY.
ECLIPSE
SKATING RINK
Skating afternoon and night.
Sixth and Broadway. Eagle's
hall.




IS erten some wet many earl =Oen
Regular Meals tic.
DEATHS OF A DAY
The funeral services of Col, Rest-
lien Rowland were held this 'morning
at 10 o'clock at the First Presbyter-
ian church, the Rev W. E Cave of-
ficiating. The burial was In Oat.
Grove cemetei y.
The body of Mr.. John E. Cassell
Was shipped to Louievele this morn
Ing at 1:25 o'clock for burial In St
Louis cemetery.
Shell Exploded.
Cincinnati, Oct. 16 -Henry Oes-
feld, aged 42, an actor connected
with the German Stock company,
which opened its session in Cincin-
nati lam Sunday. was 'terribly injur-
ed by the explosion of a hundred-
pound Hotchkiss rapid fire gun shell
in his room at 1425 Brenen street
last night.
Oesfeld had the shell as a souve-
nir of the Spanish-American war
and carried It in his baggage Wish-
ing to hang some pictures In his
room, Oexteld looked ter a hammer
to drive the nails. He was unable to
find one and picked up the shell as
the heavie.st article at hand.
'To Sine In Other Auto.
Central Velley, N. Y.,- Oct. 16 -
Dashing down a steep Mil in an melts)
which had got beyond control, Louis
Lieber, In order to prevent a collision
with another auto ascending the hill
and which contained Miss Cutting,
daughter of R. Fulton Cutting, de-
liberately wrecked his machine anti
watChimeelf melted in the wreckage.
One Player Crippled.
Plainfield, Stich., Oct. 16.-As a
result of being kicked in the back
during the Allegan-Plainweil foot-
ball game Saturday, Edward Plahe,
aged le years, will he crippled for
life. He was carried unconscious
from the field, and since regaining
his senses has toiffered intense agony
Mentor Housel, another Plaine:ell
player, had hi it rifht leg broken In
the game.
lend the wound may he serious.
Rat lilt His Toe.
Seldon Matlock, a nggro trusty at
the jaal, went to sleep under the
court house last night. He took off
his shoes for ease and a rat nibbled
at his groat fop, His foot Is Swollen
Port of Spain. Island of Trinidad.
Oct. 16.-According to the latest ad-
vices recelVed here from Caracas.
Venezuela, the eondition of Presi-
dent Castro, who has been Ill for
some time past. has grown worse
It is asserted that he can no longer
speak and move and his death may
occur In a few days.
Knocked Himself Down.
Flying hack, an iron crow bar
which he was using to prize a door
off its hinges, struck Dr. Sam Wash-
ington on the right temple yester-
day afternoon cutting a gash, which
required several stitches to close.
Miss Laura Champion and Mrs.
John Pierce, of SmIthland, are vi-cl-
ing Mrs. J. M. Worten.
•
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FREE TRADE FAILS
IN GREAT BRITAIN
Big Bill Country Pays For
Fifty Years' Trial,
Tariff Reform League Carries on a
t'ampaisoi or 1;411(4a ion su
th. subject.
SENTIMENT GHOWS STEMMA'
London, Ost. 15.-- The tariff re-
ferment of Groat Britain, the protec-
tioniete—salthough they do not like
that name--have headquarters and
a staff of clerks at work in Victoria
street. between Westminster Abbey
sad the American embassy. They
ate carrying on an aggressive and an
effective campaign of education, dis-
tributing tons of literature, includ-
ing millions of taking cartotme ar-
ranging for lectures and mass meet-
ings, organizing clubs and sending
missionaries ,nto every county —In-
deed, into evis-y parish of Eng:and.
The Tariff Reform league. as the or-
ganization is called. tax branches In
all the principal towns, In charge of
experienced .politicians, with sev-
eral hundred good talkers constant-
ly In the field speak:tie In public
haes. from the piatforma on the •il-
lagr ereens and in the clubrooms.
Hntuireds of meetings are held every
night, although there is no cam-
paign on and there may not he an
election fel -'era: years. This is an
educational propaganda to convert
the peepli. from the traditional free
trade Idea to the new gospel of pro-
tected industries as proclaimed ttY
Joseph ('hamberlan
John R. Consins, the secretary of
the leaxne, te;ls that those who are
directing the movement are mach
encouraged. 'S.One of the healthy
signs." he says. "Is that we can get
crowded meetings on this sebject ev-
erywhere at all times, and when the
speakers are talking they are listen-
04 to with careful attention. This
shows that the people are actuate:
interested in the subject."
"Tariff recital Is a permanent Is-
sue." said Mr. Cousins, "and it has
been adopted by the unlen,st party
as the chief plank in its platform."
"There Is .1 small faetional oPPo-
Merin, whleh is dying out. It la corn-
poised rhieny of Individuals with per-
.onal .nterests at stake, and it is not
mat ..-r of principle with them.
They do not art upon th• merits of
the rase.
-There has never been a square
-\\vote on that issue—not Pine(' 1846,
*Irn the repeal of the corn laws
was-ogitated. That was a manufact-
urers' 'movement for free trade and
it &on. the majority was so large
that free finde was adopted as a
permanent polless,of the government
for 50 years.. Welteve now had 50
years of experierica.wisich has shown
free trade to be • falluites,It has not
kept down the cost of Hvizig.:k It has
not Increased thi wages of 
men it , has no/ been regarded a n
inducement by other nations to biz.
British goods or give us preferential
advantages In their market. They
have given tie nothing In returp. We
now import an enormous quantity of
merchandise, which should be pro-
on /his island Here Is the
bill we had to pay to oder nations
during the year 1,05:
For toed products....L232,000,000
For raw materials.... 158.000,000
For manufactured merch-
andise '  . 142,500,000
Total ............£562500.000
"All the other civilized countries
of the world are protectionists/ ex-





Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
is cleanest because it is not
fertnentest in open. rats.
but in special Pabst her-
metically:ea/1.d tanks into




is chimes/ because it is
not cooled in rooms where
men walk in and out, but
in specially constructed
seated rooters where no
breath of foul air can
taint it. It is stored in
hermetically sealed atomise
tanks until perfect in age,
purity and sarengtii, the
cleanest beer brewed.
verse and is the only market where
highly protected manufasturers can
dump their goods and compete with
domestic producers upon even terms.
The manufacturers of eiery 'newt
.heiretore have a very great advant-
age over us. We give them a free
market for their goods. They impose
heavy duties upon our goods. Ger-
many Is our worst competitor. All
England is flooded with cheap Ger-
man goods. In dealing wen the pro-
tected countries of the world we
are constantly increasing our pur-
chases of manufactured merchandise
and decreaaing our purchases of raw
material. NVe are selling less finished
articles than formerly and more
partly manufactured goods. In that
care we lose the profit on both. For-
eign manufacturers are selling their
goods in England at lower rates than
they charge at home in order to un-
derbid our own people. They send
its their surplus stocks and dispose
of them for what they can get be-
cause there is no duty to pay.
"Our tariff," continues Mr. Conti-
"ls based upon revenue only.
The necessaries of life On.)' are tax-
ed, Our principal revenue comes
(rout tea, which has been taxed six
pence pound, but will be admitted
for fivepence after November. Coffee.
sugar, tobacco, spirits, gunpowder,
cocoa, currants, perfumery and
books are the principal objects of
taxation. We raise between f11,000,-
000 and £15,000,000 on foodstuffs.
L41,250,000 on tea, ga,000,000 on
sugar, L12.000.000 on tobacco and
£1,250,000 on wine. The present
polio of the government la to place
the higheat tax upon the articles we
cannot produce. which compels the
con-tinier to bear the entire burden.
Mr. Chamberlain and his followers
propose to take the tax off noncom-
peting articles, so as to make the
producer pay the duty or keep out of
the market."
INSPECTION
OF LINES OF ILIJNOls CENTRAL
SOON TO RE SI.SDE.
local Shops sod Terminals .1.1ways
itecel%e siscellency Mark Frem
ontrial•.
The local Illinois Central amnia
and other properties, including the
freight houses, depot, terminals and
yard. have received for years an ex-
cellency mark. In addition the gsr-
dens, and lawns have been pronounced
the best on the division, ranking
with the prettiest on the system. Each
year local employes strive to do bet-
ter and a month before the annual
inspection they have begun to clean
up and put the property In the hest
of condition.
The annual Inspection bulletin
reached Paducah this morales. It
reads that the annual inspection of
property will be held begioning this
morning. The train will leave'Chi-
cago for the western divisions on
October 22. It will then proceed
south and will probably not come to
Paducah until the New Orleans In-
sOctIon is made.
,This is the Annual tnspection
made, by the division officials from
each dleision on the road. Supt. A.
H. Egan, 14oadmaater F. L. Thomp-
son, Trainmitater L. E. McCabe and
Supervisors W. Waggener and
William MeNamartiwill go from the
Louisville divielon. the best mile of
track, decided annually fty,.this body
of officials, ha.s for years' some to
the Louisville district a few 'Vies
out of Louisville. Track Supervc•se
McNamara is after it again this
sea son.
An °Mum. Servant.
Cardinal Gibbons, of Baltimore, the
highest Catholic prelate in America,
ha a keen sense of humor. Recent-
ly he was the gnest of a layman
friend, Prank Murphy, In Roland
Park, Baltimore's moet beautiful res-
idence suburb. In the Murphy home
Is a butler of Mrs. Partingtonian pro-
civilities, and on the church digni-
tary's former Informal visits to the
Murphy home its mistress had been
ander the fleece/thy of reminding the
obtuse servant that the distinguished
guest WAR to he addressed always as
"your eminence."
Onstheseresant  ocession, easels  h
cardinal rang the bell the man of
impassive countenance answered, re-
ceived the cardinal and turning
around to Mrs. Murphy. "Please mum
your remnants has came."
No one enjoyed the joke more
hugely or laughed more heartily at
it than did the genial cardinal him-
self.—Exchange.
Zephonlah Hopper of the Central
High School In Meade:phis. has
begun his sixty-third year an a ped-
agogue. He graduated with the first
class of that school in 1842, and two
years later began to teach mathema-
tics there, lie bes been associated
with the institution ever since, more
than 25,000 pupils having studied
under him
&Ascribe for The Sea.
'STEAMER KENTUCKY
imposes' upon by the rest of the unl-
MYSTERY REVIVED
Clerk Virgil Holcombe secret-
ly Indicted.
Hedy Ingrain Decides to Bolt Before
Jit1J Is Reached Rut Cheers.
His
IIESIE OGILVIE'S READY GUN
Virgil Holcombe was arrestee late
yesterday afteruoon in Murray &
Watben's pool room on North
Fourth street by Deputy Sheriff Gus
Rogers on a bench warrant issued
from the circuit court. He is charg-
ed the second time with 'stealing
ueeeey from the cash drawer on the
stamper Kentucky last spring. lie
was locked up in jail.
Htecombe and Roble Reynolds
were presented on this charge last
spring In the police court and came
clear. Holeombe had been second
clerk on the boat and Reynolds was
conspicuous about the craft, his
hither being an engineer on It. The
money Is alleged to ha,.te been teirsen
by persons who used a skiff during
the night to hoard the boat. About
1900 is the amount missed. The
papa jury took he matter up after
the distn!smal in the examining court.
Prittower Raised,
Rudy Ingram, colored, charged
with representing himself as Wil-
liam Deal, a railroad employe, and
see/idle 916 worth of groceries
from John Ward at Elevenh and
Caldwell streets, made a bold dash
for .lberty at the count) jail yester-
day bet was stepped by Deputy Sher
if /fume Ogilvie.
Ingram was taken from the city
hall to the connty jail by Patrolinep
Hurley and Fientetr yesterday after-
noon. Deputy Jailer Murray Howls.
received the prisoner In the yard
and started tip the jail steps. Ingram
jumped off and ran.
Deputy Sheriff Hume Ogihie 11-a-
sinine In front of the jail when the
dash was made. Ills pistol was
brought Into play and when Insrrarn
saw the Seputy sheriff meant busi-
ness, stopped. He had gone hilt 100
feet.
Deputy Jailer Murray Howie was
not Idle. bet did not realise how
near he came to getting shot until
Ingram was within his grasp. Howie
bad to:19Wed the negro and was he-
tween the escaping prtsoner ans
Deputy Sheriff Ogilvie's pistol. II
grasped the negro just as the late
turned. Howie has been Jut,
account of illuesa and was IV t
h 1/1 Via at the time.
Pushy.
"Pesky" Is a new soda water '
drink at Burette, Okla Ptisit s
invested by the Creek Indians. Cori
that Is jive. hard enough to sh.'
heated in a pot until it ts I),
Then It Is broken In a mortar I -
fine powder. "Mixed with sweet
or with carbonated water and syrer
'Dusky." says an enthusiastic local
paper, "is • drink that makes a man
carry his wife around in his arms just
for the wsercise."
Au Appletree Freak.
A curious freak Of nature is report-
ed in Jacksonwald, Pe. From the
gide of an old apple tree grows a big
red apple. Last spring the tenant
noticed a small bud, which he did ne/
disturb. Presently a small apple
lined, and today it is perfect In
Matisse and very large. Partners de-
clare tkat they never saw an apple
grow outpf the bark before and
many pariah. have driven miles to
see it. New YOrk Tribune.
Take the candle of God's word and
search the corners of souls heart.—
John Masson,
Mrs, Austin's Famous Pancak▪ si.
Reaily delicious.
CIALINdle CENTRAL It, R. EXCUR-
SION BULLETIN.
Asheville, N. C.-111issionary con-
ference Protestant Episcopal church.
Dales of alio October 22nd and 23d,
I hod, -111411- Now, 044E,--14146 - ---
MeralPhis. • Tenn. — International
convention Brotherhood of St. An-
drew. Dates of sale October 15th
14th, 17th and 111th. 19416; return
limit October 51st, 1904. BY depos-
iting ticket and paying fee of Sn
etets en extension to November 30th,
1906, may be obtained. Round trip
rate $5.25.
New Orleans. 1.s,—Biennial meet-
ing Supreme Lodge K. of P. Dates;
of sale October 12th to 15th, 1906
Inclusive. limit October 50th, 1906.
By depositing ticket and paying fee
of 50 cents, an extension can be had
to November 30th, 1906. Rotund
trip rate $12 ed.
lot further particulars
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
ET.










We claim that the sale of them in Paducah is larger than any other proprietory
medicine ever introduced in this city. We are receiving wonderful endorsements of
these preparations daily from people who have purchased from us.'
We unhesitatingly say that we have yet to see a case where they have not given
complete satisfaction.
To all who suffer from stomach trouble and rheumatism who will call on us
we will take pleasure in explaining the nature and remarkable effect of these new
medicinal formulae.
WE SELL THEM AS FOLLOWS
Cooper's New Discovery, $1.00 per bottle, six for
$5.00. Cooper's Quick Relief, 50c per bottle.
W. B. McPHERSON
Drink Belvedere, The Paducah Beer
And Promote a Home  Industry 
E
VERY time you order or call for BELVEDERE BEER you
are furthering a home industry. The Paducah Brewery
Company employs only HOME LABOR, and adds to the pay
roles of Paducah, so every cent you spend for BELVEDERE re-
mains at home.
We don't solicit your business on that score alone, however.
BELVEDERE is not excelled by any beer on the market. In
truth, we believe it surpasses any in purity, in taste and health-
giving qualities.
Drink BELVEDERE, the Paducah Beer, next time. In fact,
ALL THE TIME DRINK BELVEDERE.
11111•11111111•1114M 
SPECIAL GLOVE OFFER
For Pay Car Day and Night
Railroad men and shop
men take notice.
10 Per Cent Off
On all
WORK GLOVES
And we have them to
suit all kindsof work.
Horsehide, buckskin, reindeer, steam proof, asbes-
_and- any -Otlier kind of glove. you -can -mention,-N
UNION MADE OVERALLS
High back or suspender hack; single or double
button buckle, winter weight,
Credit houses charge you. Si.
Full line Corduroy Suits, Pants or Costa, also
Slickers, Rubber Coats, etc„ always on hand—. Rub-
ber Boots, Felt Boots, Arctics and Rubbers always in
stock at low prices and in good quality.
THE MODEL 112 SouthSecond Street
l'Adocah's (*heap Cash Store. Call and save teener.
SOME GOOD THINGS IN
LATE BOOKS and NEW MUSIC
SOLD BY
at Harbour's Department Store
Copyright Novels.
Call of the Blood— $120 Hichena. 





The Fighting Chance--- 
$120Chambers. ..... .
We always have the latest
Igsiks published and many titles




Latest Intermezzo  30C
Take Me On the Rollers— 25CSong .....
Attention
A tine march.. 25c
You're the colutingent Man That
I Ever Xnew—
Fine 000n song. 25c
If you hear a new song or a
fine instruniental piece, we al-
ways have them in stock. We
get every new piece publlabed.
